MEETINGS OF THE

Boards of Directors
Joint Meeting of
Valley Metro RPTA
and Valley Metro Rail

Valley Metro
RPTA
MEETING DATE

Thursday,
August 18, 2016

TIME
12:15 p.m.

MEETING DATE

Thursday,
August 18, 2016

TIME
12:30 p.m.

Valley Metro Rail
MEETING DATE

Thursday,
August 18, 2016

TIME
12:45 p.m.

LOCATION

Valley Metro RPTA
Lake Powell Conference Room
101 N. 1st Avenue, 10th Floor
Phoenix
If you require assistance accessing the meeting on the
10th Floor, please go to the 13th floor for assistance or call
602-262-7433.
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August 11, 2016
Board of Directors
Thursday, August 18, 2016
Lake Powell Conference Room
101 N. 1st Avenue, 10th Floor
12:15 p.m.
The Pledge of Allegiance will be recited.
Action
Recommended
1.

Items from Citizens Present (yellow card)

1.

For information

2.

For action

3.

For information

An opportunity will be provided to members of the public at the
beginning of the meeting to address the Board on non-agenda
items. Up to three minutes will be provided per speaker or a total
of 15 minutes for all speakers.
2.

Minutes

Minutes from the June 16, 2016 Board meeting are presented for
approval.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items (blue card)

The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to
address the Board on all action agenda items. Up to three
minutes will be provided per speaker to address all agenda items
unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15
minutes for all speakers will be provided.
CONSENT AGENDA
4A.

Contract Option Year for Investment Management Services
(IMS)

4A.

For action

4B.

For action

Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim
CEO to execute the first one year option to extend the contract
with PFM Asset Management LLC for Investment Management
Services for a not to exceed cost of $60,000.
4B.

Fare Inspection and Security Services (FISS) Contract
Award

Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim
CEO to execute a contract with AlliedBarton Security Services for
an amount not to exceed $25,484,000 for the total five-year
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contract (three-year base contract with two one-year extensions),
with a total contract value for RPTA of $1,310,000.
REGULAR AGENDA
5.

Recommended October 2016 Valley Metro Transit Service
Changes

5.

For action

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will introduce Carol Ketcherside, Deputy
Director, Service Planning & Accessible Transit, who will request
that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to amend
member agency FY17 Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) as
necessary, and to execute change orders to the First Transit and
Total Transit contracts to add contract authority in the amounts of
$3,834,000 for First Transit using the Board approved contingency
and $218,000 for Total Transit to accommodate the recommended
October 2016 service changes through the existing contract term
of June 30, 2019.
6.

Extension of Hours for the Customer Service Department

6.

For action

7.

For information
and discussion

8.

For information

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will introduce Diana Kebbekus,
Customer Service Manager, who will request that the Board of
Directors authorize the Interim CEO to extend the hours for the
Customer Service Department at an annual cost of $330,000 in
order to enhance the quality of service provided to our customers.
7.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current
Events

Chair Williams will request future agenda items from members,
and members may provide a report on current events.
8.

Next Meeting

The next meeting of the Board is scheduled for Thursday,
September 22, 2016 at 12:15 p.m.
Qualified sign language interpreters are available with 72 hours notice. Materials in alternative
formats (large print, audiocassette, or computer diskette) are available upon request. For further
information, please call Valley Metro at 602-262-7433 or TTY at 602-251-2039. To attend this
meeting via teleconference, contact the receptionist at 602-262-7433 for the dial-in-information.
The supporting information for this agenda can be found on our web site at
www.valleymetro.org.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 1

SUBJECT
Items from Citizens Present
PURPOSE
An opportunity will be provided to members of the public at the beginning of the meeting
to address the Board on non-agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided per
speaker or a total of 15 minutes for all speakers.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 2
Minutes of the
Valley Metro RPTA
Board of Directors
Thursday, June 16, 2016
12:15 p.m.

Meeting Participants
Councilmember Jim McDonald, City of Avondale, Chair
Councilmember Thelda Williams, City of Phoenix, Vice Chair
Councilmember Suzanne Klapp, City of Scottsdale, Treasurer
Vice Mayor Eric Orsborn, City of Buckeye
Councilmember Rick Heumann for Councilmember Kevin Hartke, City of Chandler
Councilmember Jack Palladino, City of El Mirage (via phone)
Councilmember Jenn Daniels, Town of Gilbert (via phone)
Councilmember Lauren Tolmachoff, City of Glendale
Councilmember Sharolyn Hohman, City of Goodyear
Vice Mayor Dennis Kavanaugh, City of Mesa
Councilmember Skip Hall, City of Surprise
Mayor Mark Mitchell, City of Tempe
Councilmember Kathie Farr, City of Tolleson
Members Not Present
Supervisor Steve Gallardo, Maricopa County
Vice Mayor Jon Edwards, City of Peoria
Town of Wickenburg
Vice Chair Williams called the meeting to order at 12:15 p.m. and the pledge of
allegiance was recited.
1.

Public Comment

Ms. Barker said thank you Madam Chairwoman Williams, and RPTA. I'm Dianne
Barker. And yesterday I was able to enjoy taking the I-10 East RAPID. I share my
experience with you because I have enjoyed overall using transit through the Valley for
about three decades. And I really believe with information and more customer service, I
mean, point to point, people out there, even yourselves, when you're out using it that
you get to know another person's trip, and you will assist them in getting more
information on how that they can get a better time or connection.
Okay. So now I took the I-10 RAPID and went to Pecos. The idea was to go to the 202
meeting for the build-out of the freeway. And it was through people on the bus that I
knew not to get caught up in where I couldn't get to an overpass. I ended up on a
bicycle path that took me right to the community center.
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And I spoke with people that actually more than ever are multimodal thinking. They are
caught into a system, though, where for so many years we decided that that was going
to be a bypass for trucks. And so I think that what we need to do is to keep on
informing and you, yourself, use transit. We would up the ridership.
Now coming back I want to tell you why it was unpleasant. I had a date and I needed to
get back. I was planning to get back on Bethany on the light rail. And so here I ended
up, you know, taking the 108, and I made it so that I would reach the 66. You have to
go around to first come back to Phoenix.
And what happened is the 66, and that's First Transit, was running hot. They're
supposed to be at 7:07, and we were there at 7:05 and it had already started to -- look
like it was sitting there boarding people when our light and the bus driver of the 108
honked. He let me off. I was there. The driver saw me. The driver pulled out. And
then I was waving at him and he's pointing go across the street. There was not a bus
bay, but there was a pull-in. Do you know what the guy did? He totally took off without
me. Well, I'm pretty fast on my bike. I rode and I almost caught him two blocks up, but I
reported him.
The thing is, is if -- it's the whole thing about connectivity and customer service. I
listened to Mr. Smith on Horizon. He wants confidence, instill transparency. We have
to put the whole thing about service. It's not about your paycheck. You are not victims.
Anybody that has been here and has a talent that you paid for has a conscious to tell
when things are wrong internally or externally. We're here to serve the customer.
Chair Williams said thank you. Next we have Judy Hartman.
Ms. Hartman said I don't know if this is on the agenda. I know that my friend got a letter
and I have the information. The -- a bus driver in Phoenix told me this. Every bus driver
in Phoenix is given fifty of the Valley Metro courtesy passes. He's supposed to sell
these for $5 apiece. Put the money in his shirt pocket and don't get that to the end of
the -- end of the thing -- end of his day. And then he turns it over to his boss.
He said, "I got enough years in with Valley Metro. I give my shift to each one of the
younger men” -- who probably doesn't care. And I don't know how high up this is going,
but I know it's going up. He said, "I get $1.25 out of every pass I sell." He said, "I just
say I don't have them."
Chair Williams said thank you. I would like to take this opportunity to check and see
who's on the phone. I think, Jack Palladino, are you there?
Councilmember Palladino said yes, I am.
Chair Williams said Jenn Daniels, are you there, Councilwoman?
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Councilmember Daniels said yes.
Chair Williams said thank you. We have one more. Blue.
Mr. Crowley said I'm not going to say I'm bummed that the chairman got here, but I was
going to say nice things about him, and I would have rather done it behind his back
instead of in front of him.
But one of the things I commented on last month was the short-range transit plan. And
in that short-range transit plan it said that Avondale in 2020 would be getting four
different buses finally.
Well, if you look in not this upgraded version but in the old bus book, you'll find that
Avondale, the one that you said, hey, keep this, you know, we're just going to give you a
supplement. Avondale already has those four routes.
So when I see that you guys base stuff on this short-range plan, and it's supposed to
show that you're trying to expand into the whole region that's been paying the taxes
since 1985 and then the other supplemental tax of prop 400 that when you say this is
what we're basing our planning on, and it says in 2020 Avondale will finally be getting
the extensions of Indian School, Thomas, McDowell, Van Buren when they're already
happening. So if that's planning, what can I say?
Also, with Everett not being here now, he's resigned his position as a Councilman to run
for mayor, I'm hoping that Wickenburg will still be sending a representative, because for
the rural route to go there, I've already produced documentation that when asking the
executive director and Mr. Grote what it took for a community to get -- and it said for a
rural route -- it said show market demand.
Well, I went out and I gathered some signatures of people that said that they wanted to
have the Aguila, Wickenburg connecter. I got 10 percent of the population, because it's
only 700, and I was able to get more than seven signatures, so -- or 20 percent because
I got sixteen signatures.
So when I see that this is what you are trying to get done and accomplished, I go, what
are you really doing and why. And I'll see you during the blue card.
Chair McDonald said thank you, Thelda, for taking over for me. I do apologize for being
late. There was an accident on the on-ramp onto I-10 from the 101. It was a mess. So
I rode like the wind, so thank you for covering for me.
2.

Minutes

Chair McDonald said the next item on this agenda is the minutes. Is there anybody who
has any questions or concerns on the minutes?
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IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER WILLIAMS, SECONDED BY MAYOR
MITCHELL AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE MAY 19, 2016
BOARD MEETING MINUTES.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items

Chair McDonald said Item No. 3. Public Comment, I have one card for public comment
on agenda action items.
Ms. Barker said Chairman McDonald, you missed my story about the 66 bus driver
running hot and I got hot. But no, I just want to say that I really believe that the people
that are operating the system should, and some of you are, be out there to see what
goes on and see how you can help people connect.
They realize that down -- some of them-- Sue Lewin, you may know, she thought it was
a novel and a good idea that we listen to a person's transit story because a lot of people
say I can't do it. And they -- you listen to see why. And then we look to see the
alternatives and overcome the objection that we're all about connecting.
And you know something, after being in California we would be ahead -- they've got
neat public transit, but they don't have that connection philosophy, or from what I could
see, and my experience was rather short over there, that at the top they don't have that
idea of connecting.
Chair McDonald said thank you, Ms. Barker. Mr. Crowley.
Mr. Crowley said there's two weather warnings out today. One for UV is an 11. You
walk outside, any of you white folks, and we get a sunburn in less than seven minutes.
If we had connectivity within the system, somebody that was using the bus, which would
be on your agenda items of four, starting with the fuel, part of the reason we get that
unleaded and diesel is for air quality.
Oh, yeah, the other warning is on ozone. And you all know that when the weather goes
up over 110, the ozone really spikes. And we're going to be doing what over this
weekend. No, I'm going twenty to twenty-three. It's going to be new ones.
But I've only lived here all my life and was here in 1990 and pointed out two weeks ago
to people that a level of those replacements of high temperature were from the 1990s
and that they were only a precursor to the week coming or two weeks coming after.
Gee, it happened again how come that could be.
But then as in with the purchase of the fuel, the contract change order, which I
discussed last time -- and also when it comes to these agenda items, I would have
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objected to the minutes and I did raise my hand, sir, because you said did anybody
have a problem, because when you said I needed to speak on action items at the last
meeting, I said, then you need to have those shown at those action items within the
record that this is where the public commented on it.
And I did number each one of them and said here's where it needs to go and minutes
aren't like that. And I know you transcribe them, you know, and somebody writes them
up. But the public was specific on an action, and you can't get it right. You can't show it
right. I don't understand that, or is that your own decisions.
On the intergovernmental agreement, I would comment on it, but it would take too much
time.
And then the last one, the change order with Phoenix and the feds and the new
formulas, but then the last one is, hey, we're going to buy a couple buses.
But are we really sustaining and developing the system, because when you're only
buying thirty, I know that if we go the whole grid that thirty would be maybe, what, 3
percent of the buses that we actually need. How many in Scottsdale? How many in
Glendale?
Mesa, I love that your guy says you guys have such a wonderful system on Horizon last
night, when two-thirds of your city has access to the bus of less than a quarter -- oh no,
it's one-third of your citizens have access to the bus that way. And one-third of them
have absolutely no access to a bus. Please, let's get the job done right.
Chair McDonald said I do have another card here for a Judy Hartman.
Ms. Hartman said the previous gentleman is correct. You need a few more bus lines in
Mesa particularly, one, the 184 must be changed so it runs up to the Red Mountain
Senior Center. All we're asking for is three buses in the morning and three in the early
afternoon. We don't care about the fact that half the building at the Red Mountain
Multigen is parks and rec, because people who use that chiefly, they're driven there by
somebody or they drive themselves. But us seniors, we can't -- a lot of us can't drive
anymore.
And by putting that bus up there, one thing you'll change and that is putting less Dial-ARide. Dial-A-Ride won't have to go up there as much.
Chair McDonald said thank you, Ms. Hartman. Our next item on the agenda is the
consent agenda.
4.

Consent Agenda

Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, we have several items on the consent agenda and unless
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there's a question or a comment or anyone wants specific information.
Chair McDonald said okay. Does anyone have any items on that -- would you just
maybe do a quick rundown through them, a couple seconds on each, please.
Mr. Smith said Item 4A. Purchase of Diesel and Unleaded Fuel. It's $5,500,000
contract over a five-year period and that meets the fuel for both our Mesa and West
Valley fleet. The Fiscal Year '17 estimating needs a little over $1,025,000.
Item 4B. Fiscal Year 2017 Contract Change Orders. This is primarily to allow us to
continue on with services where there is still money and yet the contract actually ends
on June 30, so it provides, for example, Total Transit the ability to continue service past
June 30 and take that to the end of the budget amounts in those contracts.
Item 4C. Fiscal year 2017 Intergovernmental Agreements. As you see in your packet,
we have many different agreements between all of the cities and Valley Metro to
provide the various levels of service that we provide on all the different platforms,
whether it be bus, paratransit, any of the things we provide -- and that's also with the
county, federal government, and other entities.
And if you have questions, your city is listed in there some way. Most of you have three
to five agreements with Valley Metro, and it's something we do every year to enable us
to have these inter-agency relationships.
Item 4D. Intergovernmental agreement with the City of Phoenix specifically related to
City of Phoenix's role as the designated recipient for federal grants. All of our federal
grants basically run through the City of Phoenix.
We have a few federal grants -- five federal grants where there is still money in those
grants that have not been totally utilized, and so this action item is meant to allow us to
use the remaining amounts of moneys in those grants.
Item 4E. A contract for the manufacture of 30-foot heavy-duty buses. This is one
where the City of Phoenix was actually in the procurement for several different types of
buses including 30-foot buses that are used primarily in our circulator routes.
The City of Phoenix did not need those in their procurement. So rather than go out for a
new procurement, we are basically piggybacking on the City of Phoenix's bid that they
had on that with ElDorado to purchase buses that we need for communities. I think
that's primarily Tempe that is utilizing those.
And those are the items on the consent agenda, Mr. Chair.
Chair McDonald said thank you. Are there any items anyone would like to pull or
discuss? Seeing none, I'd entertain a motion.
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IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER WILLIAMS, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER ORSBORN AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE
CONSENT AGENDA.
5.

Fiscal Year 2017 (FY17) Election of RPTA Board Officers and Subcommittee
Positions

Chair McDonald said the next item on the agenda, Item No. 5. Fiscal Year 2017
Election of RPTA Board Officers and Subcommittee Positions.
Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, every July 1, we have a change in our officers and this is the
meeting which we make this. This will become effective July 1, which, since we don't
have a regularly scheduled meeting in July, it will take effect with our meetings in
August, or if we choose to have any meeting before that, it will take effect at that special
meeting in July.
Chair McDonald said okay. We do have a slate of members for the positions. So I
would like to request a motion.
IT WAS MOVED BY MAYOR MITCHELL, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
ORSBORN AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE SLATE AS STATED
WITH WILLIAMS BEING THE CHAIR AND COUNCILMEMBER KLAPP BEING THE
VICE CHAIR, AND COUNCILMEMBER TOLMACHOFF WILL BE THE TREASURER.
6.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events

Chair McDonald said the next agenda item is Future Agenda Items. Any future agenda
items anybody would like to put on the agenda?
Councilmember Klapp said I've spoken to Scott about this earlier, and he tells me this
will be something that will be considered in the next contract with Total Transit for
regional paratransit.
The East Valley Dial-A-Ride Advisory Committee is asking that we take a look at
establishing a call center within Valley Metro for the rides that are going out for the
paratransit community in light of there's been some -- some outages with Total Transit
that they recommend that we take a look at this and see if there's a way to establish a
call center within Valley Metro. There's an increased cost in that and we recognize that.
We'd like to have a conversation about it as soon as possible to put it in the next
contract.
Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, our staff is already in conversation with that. And we would be
more than willing for the next Board meeting to report back to the Board about the
discussions as far as that establishment or transferring that responsibility from our
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contractor to Valley Metro. We'll be ready by August at our next regularly scheduled
meeting to have that report.
And if need be, we'll include it in the contract with this Board -- or the proposal, I should
say, the RFP that this Board approve being put out. We'll make sure that those coincide
so that if we do choose to go that route, if the Board chooses to go that route, that that
can be implemented in the next few months and certainly with the new contract. Okay.
Councilmember Klapp said thank you.
Chair McDonald said thank you. Are there any other items we'd like to add? Okay.
Seeing none, the next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, August 18 at 12:15. The
RPTA Board is adjourned.
With no further discussion the meeting adjourned at 12:41 p.m.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 3

SUBJECT
Public Comment on Agenda Action Items
PURPOSE
The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to address the Board on all
action agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided per speaker to address all
agenda items unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15 minutes
for all speakers will be provided.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 4A

SUBJECT
Contract Option Year for Investment Management Services (IMS)
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute the
first one year option to the contract with PFM Asset Management LLC for Investment
Management Services for a not to exceed cost of $60,000.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
Valley Metro RPTA executed a contract with PFM Asset Management LLC (PFM) in
September 2015. The goal for the investment contract is to maximize return on cash
and investments in accordance with the RPTA Investment Policy and ARS Title 35. The
contract was approved by the Board of Directors in August 2015 for a term of one year
with four one year options.
PFM was authorized to begin investments in October with the transfer of $30 million into
the investment account. An additional $20 million was subsequently transferred into the
investment account and the full $50 million was invested in securities by March 2016.
Subsequent to Board approval of the updated Investment Policy, PFM has diversified
the portfolio to include Corporate Notes and Commercial Paper, up to the maximum
identified in the policy. PFM continues to actively pursue investment opportunities that
stretch the average maturity within the constraints of RPTA’s cash flow needs.
Fiscal Impact
Investment earnings for FY15 were $340,330 on average cash and investment
balances of $203 million for an average yield of 16 basis points (bps). Funds kept in the
agency’s savings account currently are earning 15 bps. Debt service funds are kept in
the Treasurer’s Local Government Investment Pool 7, the yield of which varies month
by month, averaging nearly 32 bps for the past 4 months. The PFM investment account
yield to maturity is estimated at 78 bps as of June 30. Interest earnings through June 30
to the investment account total almost $224,000.
With the engagement of PFM, investment yields were anticipated to increase by an
estimated 35 basis points for the $50 million of investment funds under PFM control.
Actual yields to maturity, calculated at June 30, are 63 bps higher than the savings
account, where the $50 million was previously kept. The additional earnings from the
higher yield are used to pay the base cost (4bps) and incentive (8bps). Based on
Managed Funds of $50 million with the maximum incentive paid, and annual custodial
fee of $15,000, the net earnings to RPTA in the FY17 is estimated conservatively at
$206,000. For comparison, investing those funds in the current savings account would
yield approximately $75,000 in interest earnings.
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Investment
Wells Fargo savings
LGIP – Pool 5 (avg. of past 4 mos.)
LGIP – Pool 7 (avg. of past 4 mos.)
PFM Investment Pool

Yield (bps)
15
38
32
78

COST/BUDGET
Funding for the Investment Management Services contract is a portion of the
investment earnings generated by the RPTA investment pool. The fee for assets under
management (currently $50 million) is as follows:



4 basis points (bps) base fee, ($20,000)
Up to 8 bps incentive fee (maximum $40,000)
o Incentive is earned when the portfolio managed by PFM outperforms the
established benchmark (BofA Merrill Lynch 1-Year Treasury Note Index).
PFM earns 50% of the total return improvement over the benchmark, not
to exceed 8 bps.

In addition to the fee paid to PFM, there is an annual fee paid to Wells Fargo for
custodial services, in the amount of $15,000. Gross investment earnings for FY17 are
forecasted at $281,000. IMS contract fees and custodial fees to be incurred in FY17 will
be a maximum of $75,000. FY17 net investment income is projected at $206,000.
COMMITTEE PROCESS
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Board of Directors: August 18, 2016 for action
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016 – 2020:
 Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic E: Maintain strong fiscal controls to support Valley Metro’s longterm sustainability.
 Goal 4: Focus on economic development, regional competitiveness and financial
resources
o Tactic C: Seek opportunities to increase revenue generation.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to exercise the
first one year option to the contract with PFM Asset Management LLC for Investment
Management Services for a not-to-exceed cost of $60,000.
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CONTACT
Paul Hodgins
Interim Chief Financial Officer
602-523-6043
phodgins@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 4B

SUBJECT
Fare Inspection and Security Services (FISS) Contract Award
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a
contract with AlliedBarton Security Services for Fare Inspection and Security Services
(FISS) effective October 1, 2016 for a total of five years (three-year base contract with
two one-year extension options) for a total contract value of $25,484,000, with a total
contract value for RPTA of $1,310,000.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
The fare inspection and security services contractor provides valuable services by
ensuring fares are paid by light rail passengers along with helping to create a safe
environment for passengers utilizing our bus and rail facilities, park-and-ride lots, and
passenger stations along the light rail alignment. This service results in increased public
confidence in their safety and well-being while using Valley Metro services. The scope
of this contract also includes security at Valley Metro bus and rail maintenance facilities
at two locations; Operations and Maintenance Center in Phoenix and the Greenfield
Transit Bus Facility in Mesa.
In September 2012, the RPTA and VMR Boards awarded a three-year contract with two
one-year options to AlliedBarton for operations, fare inspection and security services.
The first one-year option expires on September 30, 2016. Observations made on the
security services provided in the last 15 months renders a reasonable consideration for
enhancements to the contract. A determination was made not to exercise the second
one-year option. In January 2016, the RPTA Board authorized the CEO to issue a
Request for Proposal (RFP) to solicit a new contract for inspection and security
services.
In May 2016, the RPTA and VMR jointly issued a “best value” Request for Proposals
(RFP) for FISS. The RFP was advertised in accordance with VMR’s Public Notice
procedure.
For “best value” procurements, selection is made by evaluation of proposals containing
both price and qualitative components valued at 600 points Technical and 400 points
Price for a combined 1000 total possible points as follows:




Qualifications and Experience of Firm – 225 points
Qualifications and Experience of Assigned Personnel – 225 points
Understanding/Approach to Scope of Work – 150 points
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Proposed Price – 400 points

In June 2016, eight proposals were received seven of which were determined to be
responsive.








AlliedBarton Security Services
American Guard Services
Andy Frain Services
CBI Security Service
G4S Secure Solutions USA, Inc.
Securitas
Surveillance Security, Inc.

A selection committee comprised of representatives from Valley Metro and member
agencies evaluated the seven proposals and determined the two firms below in the
competitive range which were invited for “interviews;”



G4S Secure Solutions
Allied Barton.

After conducting interviews, final scoring and best value analysis, the selection
committee identified Allied Barton Security Services as the most advantageous and best
value for contract award.
This contract was negotiated as a firm fixed price contract with no price escalation for
the base three-year term. The negotiated hourly rates for contractor personnel are lower
than the previous contract. After the base 3-year term expires, price escalation
provisions are included for the two option years, however any changes will not exceed
the total NTE contract amount. Additional staffing for fare inspection and security hours
are also provided related to growth and expansion of the system. The RPTA staffing
model for the Greenfield Facility in Mesa will not change.
COST AND BUDGET
For the first year of the contract, the VMR award cost is $3,150,000 and the RPTA first
year award cost is $202,000. For the total five-year term of the contract (three-year
base contract plus two one-year options), the contract value is $25,484,000, with
funding as follows:



RPTA - $1,310,000
VMR - $24,174,000

Costs associated with this contract are included in the VMR and RPTA Adopted FY17
Operating and Capital Budgets. Contract obligations beyond FY17 are incorporated into
the RPTA and VMR Five-Year Operating Forecast and Capital Programs (FY17 thru
FY21).
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STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016-2020:



Goal 1: Increase customer focus
o Tactic B: Evaluate and enhance passenger safety and security
Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high performing transit system

COMMITTEE ACTION
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Boards of Directors August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to execute a
contract with AlliedBarton Security Services for an amount not to exceed $25,484,000
for the total five-year contract (three-year base contract with two one-year extensions),
with a total contract value for RPTA of $1,310,000.
CONTACT
Adrian Ruiz
Safety and Security Director
602-523-6054
aruiz@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 5

SUBJECT
Recommended October 2016 Valley Metro Transit Service Changes
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to amend
member agency FY17 Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) as necessary, and to
execute change orders to the First Transit and Total Transit contracts to add contract
authority in the amounts of $3,834,000 for First Transit using the Board approved
contingency and $218,000 for Total Transit to accommodate the recommended October
2016 service changes through the existing contract term of June 30, 2019.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
Effective October 24, 2016, a few Valley Metro transit service changes are
recommended throughout the region. Changes were coordinated and analyzed through
the five-year Short Range Transit Program (SRTP) as well as the Board adopted Transit
Standards and Performance Measures (TSPM) performance quartiles. In addition, the
service changes were proposed and reviewed in coordination with the Valley Metro
Service Planning Working Group, comprising representatives from Valley Metro
member agencies. Valley Metro also worked with each affected member agency
regarding the proposed changes and funding impacts. An extensive public outreach
was conducted from April 18 through May 20, via online comment, email, in-person
information sessions, webinar, social media and a public hearing. The outreach covered
all proposed service changes regardless of funding source; see Appendix A for all
proposed regional service changes.
This summary includes bus service changes for Valley Metro-operated routes and
routes funded through the regional Public Transportation Fund (PTF). Changes that
would specifically affect other locally funded service from different operating agencies
(e.g. Phoenix) are not addressed herein. The recommended changes include service
enhancements and modifications.
Recommended Route and Schedule Changes
The recommended service changes include expanded hours of service, improved
frequency, additional morning and evening trips, and a route consolidation and
elimination. The following list outlines all Valley Metro operated or funded recommended
service changes. Appendix B depicts recommended routing changes to existing routes.
Changes resulting in schedule adjustments are not included in the appendix. Valley
Metro has prepared a Title VI Evaluation Report, which is available upon request.


Route 30 University: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to operate
from about 4AM to about midnight; expand Saturday hours of service from about
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430AM to about midnight; improve Saturday frequency to 30 minutes; and
expand Sunday hours of service from about 530AM to about 10PM.


Route 45 Broadway: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to operate
from about 4AM to about midnight; expand Saturday hours of service from about
5AM to about midnight; and expand Sunday hours of service from about 5AM to
about 10PM.



Route 56 Priest: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to operate from
about 430AM to about midnight; expand Saturday from about 5AM to about
midnight; and expand Sunday hours of service from about 5AM to about 10PM.



Route 61 Southern: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to operate
from about 4AM to about midnight; expand Saturday hours of service from about
5AM to about midnight; and expand Sunday hours of service from about 5AM to
10PM.



Route 72 Scottsdale/Rural: In Scottsdale, add four bidirectional weekday
morning and evening peak trips between Camelback Road and the Scottsdale
Park-and-Ride.



Route 77 Baseline: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to operate
from about 4AM to about midnight; expand Saturday hours of service from about
5AM to about midnight; expand Sunday hours of service from about 5AM to
about 10PM; and improve Saturday and Sunday frequency to 30 minutes.



Route 81 Hayden/McClintock: In Scottsdale, improve Saturday and Sunday
frequency to 30 minutes from Tempe Market Place to Raintree Drive and
Northsight Boulevard.



Route 108 Elliot/48th Street: In Phoenix, expand weekday hours of service to
operate to about midnight; expand Saturday hours of service from about 530AM
to about midnight; expand Sunday hours of service from about 5AM to about
10PM; and improve Saturday and Sunday frequency to 30 minutes.



Buzz Neighborhood Circulator: End the pilot program, retain service at Mesa
Riverview.



Grand Avenue Limited: Operate the Grand Avenue Limited; there is no change
in service.



Arizona Avenue/Country Club Drive LINK: In Mesa, Chandler and Gilbert,
eliminate route and consolidate with Route 112 Country Club /Arizona Avenue.



Route 112 - Country Club/Arizona: In Mesa, Gilbert, and Chandler, consolidate
route with Arizona Avenue and Country Club Drive LINK. In addition, improve
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weekday service to 15 minute frequency from about 6AM to 9AM and 2PM to
6PM between Pecos Road and light rail on Main Street and improve weekend
frequency to 30 minutes for the entire route alignment.


Main Street LINK: In Mesa, eliminate route and consolidate LINK with Route 40
Apache/Main.



Route 40 Apache/Main: In Mesa, consolidate route with Main Street LINK.
Improve weekday service to 15 minute frequency from about 6AM to 6PM from
the Superstition Springs Transit Center to Mesa Drive.

Public Outreach
As noted above, Valley Metro conducted extensive community outreach from April 18
through May 20 to notify the public and solicit input on the recommended service
changes. Transit users have submitted feedback through a variety of methods.


Input Opportunities:
 Public hearing was conducted on May 18, 2016
 Webinar conducted on May 12, 2016
 In-person information sessions on May 2, 4 and 6
 Online comment card
 Via email at input@valleymetro.org
 Social media



Communication Channels:
 Six advertisements were placed in the Arizona Republic (2), East Valley
Tribune, La Prensa Hispana, La Voz and Arizona Informant. They included
information regarding the proposed route changes, public comment period
and public hearing.
 Transit vehicle announcements (Route Scout)
 A-frame signage at key transit locations
 Email notices to riders and Trip Reduction Program employers
 Press release resulting in news coverage
 Social media posts
 Website (valleymetro.org/service changes)
 Internal communication to staff and contractors



Results
The outreach process yielded 164 total comments; the comments ranged from
specific proposed service changes to the overall regional system. There were
104 specific comments on the proposed Valley Metro operated and/or funded
service changes; 72% are in favor of the change, 13% not in favor and 15% are
not sure. The comments not in favor are for the proposed changes to Route 81,
the Arizona Avenue LINK and the Main Street LINK. The feedback from the “not
in favor” comments have been evaluated and actions have been taken where
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appropriate to address them.
COST AND BUDGET
The following table provides a summary of the estimated annual costs or savings of the
recommended service changes and adjustments necessary to Valley Metro’s operating
contracts and member agency IGAs. The category of “Other Costs” includes primarily
fuel and insurance. Costs for changes that do not impact Valley Metro-operated routes
and routes not funded through PTF are also excluded from this table.

Route
30
40
45
56
61
72
77
81
108
112
Main St. LINK
AZ Ave. LINK
Grand Ave. Ltd.**
Total

Estimated Annualized Costs or Savings of Service Changes
(dollars in thousands)
Contractor
Funding Agency
(base cost)
(estimated net)
Other
Gross
Credits*
Costs
Costs
First Transit
Total
Phoenix Tempe
RPTA
(VM)
Transit
$247
$0
$46
$293
-$71
$204
$18
$0
$883
$0
$164
$1,047
-$256
$0
$0
$791
$154
$0
$30
$184
-$45
$139
$0
$0
$80
$0
$15
$95
-$24
$23
$48
$0
$300
$0
$55
$355
-$86
$261
$0
$8
$171
$0
$32
$203
-$50
$0
$0
$153
$696
$0
$129
$825
-$201
$595
$0
$29
$347
$0
$63
$410
-$100
$0
$0
$310
$149
$0
$28
$177
-$43
$119
$15
$0
$954
$0
$177
$1,131
-$276
$0
$0
$855
-$1,269
$0
-$236
-$1,505
$368
$0
$0
-$1,137
-$1,121
$0
-$208
-$1,329
$325
$0
$0
-$1,004
$0
$92
$22
$114
-$33
$0
$0
$81
$1,591
$92
$317
$2,000
-$492
$1,341
$81
$86

*Includes federal preventive maintenance credits and 15 to 20% fare recovery where applicable. Annual estimate based on FY18.
**Net reduction in costs to PTF due to lower Total Transit cost per mile. Note: amounts are based on estimated contractor rates.
Buzz circulator previously costed out as part of the initial pilot program.

Contract adjustments for minor bus service changes that do not require an amendment
to the IGAs will be made through the year-end reconciliation process. First Transit
recommended service changes are not included in the RPTA Adopted FY17 Operating
and Capital Budget or the Adopted RPTA Five-Year Operating Forecast and Capital
Program (FY2017 thru FY2021). The cost for the additional service will be included in
the FY17 Mid-Year Budget Adjustment that will be presented to the Board in January
2017.
Regarding the Grand Avenue Limited, in preparation for the expansion of Route 83 to
Peoria in FY18 and in an effort to eliminate the need to purchase additional vehicles to
cover the expansion, Valley Metro coordinated with Phoenix and began operating the
Grand Avenue Limited April 25, 2016. A contract change order covering the April
service change bid period, i.e. April 25 to October 23, 2016, was executed under the
authority of the Interim CEO for approximately $45,641. Moving forward Valley Metro
will continue operating the Grand Avenue Limited with its contractor as shown in the
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annualized costs estimate in the table above. The route was previously operated by the
City of Phoenix and funded with PTF through an IGA. The increase in the contract with
Total Transit is offset by a decrease in the IGA with City of Phoenix.
Because of the significance of the changes for the operators, we have estimated the
overall impact of the increases to the service contracts through the term of the contracts
(October 2016 through June 2019) to ensure that we have sufficient contract authority
to pay for the increases. The additional contract authority requested and estimated cost
for First Transit will be $3,834,000 and for Total Transit will be $218,000 for a combined
estimated cost of $4,052,000 for necessary service changes between October 24, 2016
and June 30, 2019. The contract increase for First Transit is within the scope and
amount of the contingency previously approved by the Board.
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item addresses three goals in the Board-adopted FY16-20 Strategic Plan:
 Goal 1: Increase customer focus
o Tactic A: Improve customer satisfaction
 Goal 2: Advance performance based operations
o Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high-performing transit system
 Goal 3: Grow transit ridership
o Tactic A: Expand and improve transit services to reach new markets
o Tactic B: Improve connectivity of transit services for greater effectiveness
COMMITTEE ACTION
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Board of Directors: August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to amend
member agency FY17 Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) as necessary, and to
execute change orders to the First Transit and Total Transit contracts to add contract
authority in the amounts of $3,834,000 for First Transit using the Board approved
contingency and $218,000 for Total Transit to accommodate the recommended October
2016 service changes through the existing contract term of June 30, 2019.
CONTACT
Wulf Grote, P.E.
Director, Capital and Service Development
602-322-4420
wgrote@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – Proposed Regional Services Regardless of Funding Source
Appendix B – VM Operated and or Funded Recommended Bus Route Changes
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Appendix A - Proposed Regional Services Regardless of Funding Source

6

Appendix B - VM Operated and/or Funded Recommended Bus Route Changes

7

8/10/2016

Recommended October 2016
Transit Service Changes
August 2016
2

1

8/10/2016

Overview
• Changes to be implemented October 24, 2016
• Valley Metro funded and/or operated routes
• Coordinated through:
– Service Planning Working Group
– Short Range Transit Program

• August 2016 Board action for
– Service contract changes
– IGA amendments
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Valley Metro Improvements
•
•
•
•

Expand service hours
Improved frequency
Adjustments
LINK/Local Consolidation

4
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Valley Metro Improvements (cont.)
• Expand service hours:
–
–
–
–
–
–

30 University
45 Broadway
56 Priest
61 Southern
77 Baseline
108 Elliot/48th Street
5

Valley Metro Improvements (cont.)
• Improve frequency:
–
–
–
–

72 Scottsdale/Rural
77 Baseline
108 Elliot/48th Street
81 Hayden/McClintock

• Other:
– End Buzz pilot program, retain service at Mesa
Riverview
– Grand Avenue Limited
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Valley Metro Improvements (cont.)
• LINK
– Eliminate and consolidate with local service
– Arizona Ave/Country Club (Mesa, Gilbert, Chandler)
– Main St (Mesa)

• Add trips/improve frequency on local routes
– Route 40 – Apache/Main St
– Route 112 – Country Club/Arizona Ave

• Improved service at similar cost
7

Public Input
• Public comment period: April 18 – May 20, 2016
• Feedback opportunities:
– Online comment card
– Email comments
– In person events
• May 2, 4 and 6: Information Sessions
• May 12: Webinar
• May 18: Public hearing

– Social media
8
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8/10/2016

Public Input Results
• 164 total comments regarding the October Service
Changes and the overall system
• Of the 164, 104 were specific to the proposed
Valley Metro operated and/or funded service
changes
– 72% in favor
– 13% not in favor
– 15% unsure
9

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the
Interim CEO to amend member agency FY17 Intergovernmental
Agreements (IGAs) as necessary, and to execute change orders
to the First Transit and Total Transit contracts to add contract
authority in the amounts of $3,834,000 for First Transit using the
Board approved contingency and $218,000 for Total Transit to
accommodate the recommended October 2016 service changes
through the existing contract term of June 30, 2019.

10
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 6

SUBJECT
Extension of Hours for the Customer Service Department
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to extend the
hours for the Customer Service Department at an annual cost of $330,000 in order
enhance the quality of service provided to our customers.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
Valley Metro currently operates the Customer Service Department located at the
Mobility Center. It is responsible for providing Bi-lingual transit information and trip
planning, customer complaint documentation, ADA information, field trip planning, lost
and found inquiries along with general information to customers throughout the region.
Customers calling into 602-253-5000 are routed to various customer service agents
according to the following menu choices:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Next Ride
Trip Planning
Customer Feedback – comments, complaints or suggestions
Lost & Found
Field Trip planning

Eighty five percent of calls coming into the customer service agents are regarding
Transit information or Trip Planning. Customer Service agents have taken over 1.3M
calls in the last year. The current hours of operation are:




Monday – Friday (6:00 AM – 8:00 PM)
Saturday (7:00 AM – 7:00 PM)
Sunday (8:00 AM – 5:00 PM)

After analysis of the call volume going through the customer service department, our
records show that there are a significant amount of calls being made after closing hours.
Valley Metro is recommending to extend the hours of operation in the customer service
department to better serve our customers. Also, this will better align with the current bus
and rail operations and the proposed extension of bus operations beginning in October
2016. Currently, bus operations run to 10:00 PM during the weekdays and rail
operations run past midnight. The proposed October service changes will extend the
hours of bus operations to midnight during the weekdays. Based on existing call volume
and forecasted call volume, Valley Metro is recommending to change the customer
service hours as follows:
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Monday – Friday (5:00 AM – 10:00 PM)
Saturday (6:00 AM – 8:00 PM)
Sunday (8:00 AM – 5:00 PM) – No change

Valley Metro will need to add six customer service representative positions and one
customer service lead position to accommodate the increase in the customer service
hours of operations. Currently, there are 39 customer service representative positions
and four customer service lead positions approved in the FY17 budget.
COST AND BUDGET
The annual cost of $330,000 for the extended hours of service will be prorated and
included in the FY17 Mid-Year Budget Adjustment that will be presented to the Board in
January 2017 and incorporated into future Five-Year Operating Forecast and Capital
Programs. Funding is provided with Public Transportation Funds (PTF).
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016 – 2020:



Goal 1: Increase customer focus
o Tactic A: Improve customer satisfaction
Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high performing transit system

COMMITTEE ACTION
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Board of Directors: August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to extend the
hours for the Customer Service Department at an annual cost of $330,000 to enhance
the quality of service provided to our customers.
CONTACT
Ray Abraham
Chief Operations Officer
602-652-5054
rabraham@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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8/9/2016

Customer Service
Update
August 2016

1

8/9/2016

Customer Service
The Customer Service Department provides bi-lingual telephone and email
support for regional inquiries including transit information, complaint
documentation and administration, field trip planning and lost & found
inquiries. Callers have the option to use Next Ride or Trip Planner
functionality within the Integrated Voice Response (IVR) system when
customer service is closed.
Current hours of operations:
o Monday through Friday 6am – 8pm
o Saturdays 7am – 7pm
o Sundays 8am – 5pm
3

Call Volumes
May 2016 call volume:
• 183,532 calls came into the IVR
during our hours of operations
• We received 3,730 calls in the
hour before we opened Monday
through Saturday
• We received 8,616 calls in the
hour after we closed Monday
through Saturday
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Service Expansion
Across FY17 and beyond:
• Expand service hours on weekdays and
weekends, with many routes operating:
– 4 a.m. – midnight (weekdays)
– 5 a.m. – 10 p.m. (weekends)
• Effective October 24, 2016 Customer
Service hours will be:
– Weekday - 5:00 am– 10:00 pm
– Saturday - 6:00 am – 8:00 pm
– Sunday no change
5

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize
the Interim CEO to extend the hours for the Customer
Service Department at an annual cost of $330,000 to
enhance the quality of service provided to our
customers.

6
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 7

SUBJECT
Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events
PURPOSE
Chair Williams will request future agenda items from members, and members may
provide a report on current events.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
Pending Items Request
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Pending Items Request
Item Requested

Date Requested

Planned Follow-up Date
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August 11, 2016

Joint Meeting Agenda
RPTA Board of Directors
and
VMR Board of Directors
Thursday, August 18, 2016
Lake Powell Conference Room
101 N. 1st Avenue, 10th Floor
12:30 p.m.
Action
Recommended
1.

Chief Executive Officer’s (CEO) Report

1.

For information

2.

For action

3.

For information

4.

For action

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will brief the Boards of Directors on
current issues.
2.

Minutes

Minutes from the June 16, 2016 Joint Boards of Directors meeting
are presented for approval.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items (blue card)

The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to
address the Board on all action agenda items. Up to three
minutes will be provided per speaker to address all agenda items
unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15
minutes for all speakers will be provided.
4.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Between Valley
Metro RPTA and Valley Metro Rail for use of the Planning
and Community Relations Support Services and General
Consulting Support Services contracts

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will introduce Wulf Grote, Director,
Capital and Service Development Division, who will request that
the Boards of Directors approve a MOU which will allow for the
VMR’s support contracts to be utilized by RPTA for services not to
exceed $5 million for the PCRSS contract and $1.5 million for the
CSS contract for the initial five years of each contract.
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5.

Chief Executive Officer Recruitment Update

5.

For information

6.

For information
and possible
action

7.

For information
and possible
action

8.

For information

9.

For information

Scott, Smith, Interim CEO, will provide an update on the CEO
recruitment process.
6.

Possible Executive Session

The Board may vote to enter Executive Session pursuant to A.R.S.
38-431.03(A)(1) to discuss applications for employment or
appointment of the Chief Executive Officer, A.R.S. §38-431.03(A)(3)
(Legal Advice), §38-431.03 (A)(4) (Litigation, Contract Negotiations,
and Settlement Discussions).
7.

Executive Session Action Items

The Board may take action related to items discussed as part of
the Agenda Item 6.
8.

Results of the Rider Satisfaction and Transportation
Demand Management Surveys

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will introduce Hillary Foose, Director
Communication and Marketing, who will provide and informational
update on the results of the 2016 Rider Satisfaction and
Transportation Demand Management Surveys.
9.

Fiscal Year 2016 (FY16) Fourth Quarter Reports

Fiscal Year 2016 (FY16) Fourth Quarter Reports are presented for
information.
10.

Travel and Expenditures

10. For information

The monthly travel and expenditures for Valley Metro RPTA and
Valley Metro Rail are presented for information.
11.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current
Events

11. For information

Chairs Williams and Mitchell will request future agenda items from
members, and members may provide a report on current events.
Qualified sign language interpreters are available with 72 hours notice. Materials in
alternative formats (large print, audiocassette, or computer diskette) are available upon
request. For further information, please call Valley Metro at 602-262-7433 or TTY at
602-251-2039. To attend this meeting via teleconference, contact the receptionist at
602-262-7433 for the dial-in-information. The supporting information for this agenda can
be found on our web site at www.valleymetro.org.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 1

SUBJECT
Interim Chief Executive Officer’s Report
PURPOSE
Scott Smith, Interim Chief Executive Officer, will brief the Boards of Directors on current
issues.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 2
Minutes of a Joint Meeting of
Valley Metro RPTA
and
Valley Metro Rail
Boards of Directors
Thursday, June 16, 2016
12:30 p.m.

Meeting Participants
Councilmember Jim McDonald, City of Avondale, Chair
Councilmember Thelda Williams, City of Phoenix, Vice Chair
Councilmember Suzanne Klapp, City of Scottsdale, Treasurer
Vice Mayor Eric Orsborn, City of Buckeye
Councilmember Rick Heumann for Councilmember Kevin Hartke, City of Chandler
Councilmember Jack Palladino, City of El Mirage (via phone)
Councilmember Jenn Daniels, Town of Gilbert (via phone)
Councilmember Lauren Tolmachoff, City of Glendale
Councilmember Sharolyn Hohman, City of Goodyear
Vice Mayor Dennis Kavanaugh, City of Mesa
Councilmember Skip Hall, City of Surprise
Mayor Mark Mitchell, City of Tempe
Councilmember Kathie Farr, City of Tolleson
Members Not Present
Supervisor Steve Gallardo, Maricopa County
Vice Mayor Jon Edwards, City of Peoria
Town of Wickenburg
Valley Metro Rail Participants
Thelda Williams, City of Phoenix, Chair
Mayor Mark Mitchell, City of Tempe, Vice Chair
Councilmember Rick Heumann, City of Chandler
Councilmember Lauren Tolmachoff, City of Glendale
Vice Mayor Dennis Kavanaugh, City of Mesa
1.

Interim Chief Executive Officer Report

Mr. Smith provided an update on the following items:





APTA Rail Conference and Rodeo
Fresh Express
Prop 400 Audit
RFPs
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CBA Concluded – East Valley Service Contract

On your desk we have included a schedule not a detailed, but it does include some
detail, but a basic outline on schedule for the CEO recruitment. There's some blanks
that will need to be filled in there. We don't know exactly how the Phase II or Phase I
interviews will go. That's what the ad hoc committee will address on the twentyseventh, and we'll keep you updated on that.
Please know that we do have, even though it may not be specifically put in there, on
one of those interview things there are plans to have Board interaction with the
applicants, so you will have the opportunity to meet and to ask questions of the
applicants after they've been whittled down a little bit.
And of course, as this process goes on, you are open to information, ask questions, ask
Penny from our staff or Andy at the County will be able to answer the questions you
have. And of course, the members of the ad hoc committee will be able to update you if
you have specific questions.



Ridership
Board Chair Presentations

The next thing is while we'd like to say good-bye, we're not really going to say goodbye, we'd like to say thank you to our two Board Chairs. Since we just went through an
election on the RPTA Board of a new chair for next year, this is Councilman Jim
McDonald's last meeting serving as Chair of the RPTA Board.
The next meeting will be the last meeting that Councilmember Thelda Williams is the
Chair of the Valley Metro Rail Board, although she's just going to shift over for next
year, as you saw, and become the RPTA chair. We just like rotating you around,
Councilmember.
You know, this is not, and it doesn't need to be said that this has not been the easiest
year for Valley Metro. These Boards and these Chairs have -- is this a swan song that
we're playing? I didn't know this was going to be accompanied by music.
There's no doubt that when you go through the kind of crisis that this organization's
gone through, it takes solid leadership and it takes some navigating some pretty rough
waters.
I think that we can be proud that while, you know, we're certainly not out of the woods,
that I can tell you that even since I've been here in the last four and a half months, this
organization is moving in the right direction. And I'm proud to be a part of it. I don't
think that would be possible without good solid leadership, so thank you.
The other things that have happened in light of this -- it's not like that's the only thing
that happened over the last year. We had two light rail extensions where we expanded
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our light rail by nearly one-third during the year. Phoenix passed Prop 104, which set in
place their T-2050, and overwhelmingly passed it, and you don't get that kind of broad
public support unless there is an overall trust and confidence in what we're doing.
There's no doubt that we can do things better. We're not perfect. But it's great when
the public as a whole steps up and supports the kind of continuing investment in transit
that they did with Phoenix.
We also achieved a significant milestone with the regionalization of Dial-A-Ride
services. That's a big deal. It's been in the works for a long time.
We hosted three major industry conferences: the Southwest Transit Association annual
meeting in Mesa, APTA's marketing workshop in Phoenix, and now, as I just said, the
International Rail Rodeo and Rail Conference. And you don't get these conferences
unless you have a reputation across the country as a place of excellence.
And so in spite of the challenges we've had, we have people outside of Phoenix,
Arizona, who think highly of Valley Metro and what we've accomplished and what we're
doing. And we had a great bus roadeo with First Transit and Total Transit and we move
on.
So I'd like to, I've got a little presentation for you here, if the two Chairs would like to
come around, please. This is a photo collage, which highlights some of the events, and
I think you know that you went to a lot of events. Believe me, when you look at these
photos it will remind you, my gosh, I did go to a lot of events. And that's good because
these are good events. This is Councilmember Williams. And it's all good. Thank you.
So, once again, thank you so very much for your leadership during a trying period but a
period of also reaching new heights. And that's not always easy to navigate those
waters where you have the waters of success and waters of challenge. And after your
leadership, I think Valley Metro is, as I said, moving in not only a better direction but is
stronger because of it, so thank you very much. And Mr. and Madam Chair, that's my
report.
Chair Williams said I would like to make a brief comment. I just want to tell you thank
you for the award and the recognition. But despite our challenges, this is a great Board
and everybody that's on it. I just really enjoy working with each of you. You each have
special talents, but you're dedicated to this and making this system grow and prosper.
And I am just very proud to be part of it.
So thank all of you for all your efforts and all of those numerous ad hoc committee
meetings that we have had this past year. I mean, it's like every week there was some
type of meeting. But right now we're going to go forward. We're going to be stronger.
We're going to be better. And this system is going to be throughout this Valley, so I'm
very proud to be a part of it. But thank you all.
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Chair McDonald said I wanted to say thank you also. This is my ninth year on the
Board, so I've seen a lot of changes in those nine years from two separate
organizations into sort of one under a central leadership.
I started the same time I started with my city. I started at a time where -- in 2008 when
the economy was going down, and we spent the first years just wondering, you know,
how to cut as little as possible and still be operational. It's nice to be able to see some
expansion again.
So it has been a great time, so thank you for all your support. I'll still be around for
another six months, so sorry about that, but Thelda will be at the helm there. So thank
you.
2.

Minutes

Minutes from the May 19, 2016 Joint Boards meeting were presented for approval.
(VMR Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER HEUMANN, SECONDED BY VICE MAYOR
KAVANAUGH AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE JOINT BOARD
MEETING MINUTES FROM MAY 19, 2016.
(RPTA Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER ORSBORN, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER FARR AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE
JOINT BOARD MEETING MINUTES FROM MAY 19, 2016.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items

Ms. Barker said I am a person that is in favor of improved mass transit and a life cycle
program to achieve that. And in that effort you're looking to expand, I think, from
twenty-seven to about sixty-six miles of light rail. It's not considered high-capacity light
rail.
I'd like to see us look at even a fast elevated train. And the thing is that we're using
Prop 104 money. You've said that you have $88 million now and next year you're
looking for $62 million, I think it's through bonding. In '17 you owe back City of Phoenix
$60 million dollars. You've got like, what, four other projects in '22. You're going to be
having -- you're looking to see where you could get more funding.
So we have some challenges. And when I'm down and I see the 202, there's a
possibility the judge may not allow the 202 to go through. They didn't look at alternative
transportation through feasibility. That was done by the general engineer HDR. HDR
has come now as a sole competitor with you folks to do alternative analysis on your light
rail systems.
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Why wouldn't we have something that wouldn't be just at grade light rail with the
Japanese vehicles that we buy and assemble here. I know Japan is our biggest foreign
partner here, but why can't we have competition.
And in regards to the Phoenix transit commission approving your life cycle or the things
that go to city council, that's in disarray. I've gone to those meetings. They are
objecting to the contract for project management consultant. The HDR is a
subcontractor under them, under the I-11 with ADOT, the AECOM, so what kind of
competition was it made HDR came here -- sole source.
So I'm saying all of this under five on transit cycle. And also, I'd like to be viewed under
federal rule 450 that I am not only heard but considered. I'm a citizen, I'm a long-time
user of transit. I've paid into the farebox. I like to clean up stations, because I don't like
dirt around. I try to help. I give tickets to people in need. It's not that I'm also a dogooder. I believe in mass transit. I think you can do a better job, but we must have
competition. You cannot have what you're doing now. If we don't watch out, we'll end
up there.
Chair McDonald said the next card I have is for Mr. Crowley.
Mr. Crowley said I got a map there for you. It comes right out of the bus book. And
we'll start, being that we're dealing with the action items, and it's transit performance
standards and measures. If anyone on the Board could find what we were going to
make sure the problem wasn't happening with on your transit performance standards,
you'll notice that there are none in that book except for duplication of routes where it's
like Metrocenter, and we have four different north-south buses going in there and also
east west, so some of them overlap.
So I look at what you did and I go, why did you waste my money, you know, making
those standards that really aren't even applicable. I love the recommendations. If you
look on the map, you won't find any of the conflicts that it says this is what we're going
to fix with these measures.
Then we go to Item 5. And it says bus program. Current short-range transit plan has -wait a minute. Did I talk to you guys at the other meeting during public comment and
point it out that Avondale in the short range plan is supposed to get routes in five years,
when they already got them last year.
That document is upgraded and done every year to where it's supposed to be factual. It
wasn't factual this time. And you say, well, we depend on it, so, you know, what's
happening here.
And when it comes to capital programs and I look at all of them, 70 percent of our bus
stops are, what, have no shelter at all. Do I see any attempt in here to change or
modify that over the next five years? You have zero.
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But then, as DD pointed out, if you used the bus, I bet if you were using this weekend
and you were at a stop that didn't have a shelter, no offense, but those with the juice do
make the rules and get the thing done, but you'd think that they would have a shelter at
some of those places.
When it comes to your cash flow on Item 5, I know you're trying to be predatory again
saying well, we're going to need to raise the rates on the bus, because we're not getting
that farebox recovery. Well, with this big ole conference you're having, why don't you
check and see how many different of the communities have a farebox recovery way
lower than yours.
And when it comes to travel and expenses, Mr. Smith, how much did that conference
cost us? You know, it does what to get my buses from point A to point B or intermodally
working with the rail.
So when I see what is supposed to be being addressed and done and, like I said, it's
got it in here about three times -- oh, short-range transit -- source of changes shortrange transit program, five year program of improvements. It's not a correct document.
Where's my tunnel going under the I-17 at the Grand Canal? That's supposed to be in
there, but the way the City of Phoenix said we'll go over the top.
Chair McDonald said thank you.
4.

Transit Standards and Performance Measures

Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, Madam Chair, I'd like to introduce Carol Ketcherside who's
going to give you an update or a short presentation on the Transit Standards and
Performance Measures Phase III. And this item is for action.
Ms. Ketcherside said thank you. Good afternoon, Chairs McDonald and Williams and
members of the Board. I'm here to present to you today the Transit Standards and
Performance Measures Phase III agenda item. I'm going to provide a very high-level
overview of the material that is in your packet in the executive summary that was
included in your packet.
Before I continue, I do want to thank all of the members of your staffs who worked so
hard for such a long time on this project. It has been very, very important for us to have
their support and their participation.
As a result of the efforts that they've put out to help us with this, I believe the product
that we're bringing to you today is truly a collaborative effort that takes into account the
interest of all the Valley Metro members. So I thank your staff members for that
participation.
So the purpose of this agenda item is to request your approval, both Boards, for the
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Regional Transit Standards and Performance Measures Phase III, which I will now refer
to as TSPM, that's what we call it for short. So as noted on the screen, MAP-21 and the
FAST Act and Proposition 400 requires us from all those different directions, it requires
us to really focus on a performance-based transportation system.
Because of those requirements, we were led to start the TSPM process back in October
of 2012. Since October of 2012, we have completed Phase I and Phase II, which have
come to you and have been approved, and so now we're on Phase III, which is the last
and final phase.
Phase III covers the establishment of service design standards and the development of
a regional prioritization process for existing and expansion fleet needs.
So we're going to delve first into the service design standards. And for this category we
have three subcategories which address the regionally funded or regionally operated
routes. The categories are route deviations, route duplications, and end-of-line vehicle
turnarounds.
So looking first at route deviations, the standard is to minimize route deviations, the
number that we have, and the length of them when we have them. We do recognize
that a route deviation may be warranted if that deviation is no greater than one mile or
five minutes from the main route, and it results in no more than a total of two deviations
per route and it connects to a regional transit facility.
Next we look at route duplications. We also want to minimize route duplications for
rather obvious reasons having more than one service running on the same street.
However, we do recognize that route duplications may be warranted for example, when
an HOV lane is being used by express buses. Obviously, all the buses are going to go
into that HOV lane. Or, when several routes are connecting at regional transit facilities
such as Central Station here in downtown Phoenix or Superstition Springs Mall.
The third category is that we want to minimize -- or we want to avoid the end-of-line
vehicle turnarounds. Vehicle turnarounds should --obviously, you have to turn the
vehicle around. When we do that, we want to avoid a lot of revenue service where the
bus is circulating, and we want to maintain the system's grid architecture minimizing
operating costs. These turnarounds may be warranted if there's a dedicated regional
facility within one mile of the designated route terminus that would also allow for
circulation of the vehicle off street.
Lastly, TSPM created two regional bus fleet prioritization processes for use with the
short-range transit program. This process would be used if the request for vehicles
exceeds the availability of vehicles.
So I'm going to draw your attention to the blue box on the screen. For the production
years of the short-range transit program, we developed a 12-level ranking system. The
ranks of this system consider both TLCP and local improvements with the regional
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services naturally ranking higher in that system.
For the development years, that's years three through five of the short-range transit
program, a point system was created to help rank unprogrammed fleet expansion. The
points are assigned based on items such as proposed service funding characteristics,
TSPM compliance, and regional connectivity. And again, we use this ranking process if
the request for vehicles exceeds the quantity available.
So the outcome of this ranking process each year would be a prioritized list of fleet to be
presented to the Board -- to both Boards of Directors for acceptance. The list would
then be forwarded over to MAG for their consideration as they're developing the
Transportation Improvement Program.
Once again, the Phase III report will be folded into the TSPM procedures guide which
houses the recommendations that were approved for Phase I and Phase II. And also
going forward, we will review these standards and measures every two years, so this is
not something that will just get stale. We will review it for changes that need to be made
based on changes in our operating environment.
The request before you today is to approve the regional Transit Standards and
Performance Measures Phase III Report. And this concludes my presentation. I would
happy to answer any questions.
Chair McDonald said is there anyone on the Board who would like to ask a question or
have comments? Okay.
(VMR Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR KAVANAUGH, SECONDED BY MAYOR
MITCHELL AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE REGIONAL
TRANSIT STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES PHASE III REPORT.
(RPTA Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER ORSBORN, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER KLAPP AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE
REGIONAL TRANSIT STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES PHASE III
REPORT.
5.

Transit Life Cycle Program Update

Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, Madam Chair, last month both Boards received a presentation
on the transit life cycle program update for their respective services.
We've combined this into one joint item. There have been no material changes since
last month's presentation, so unless there are questions as it relates to this, Mr. Chair, I
would propose we move right ahead with the action.
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Chair Williams said on the information summary first page it talks about there are
service improvements that are ready to be implemented in the next two years, and it
includes many potential improvements that are not quite ready for implementation. Can
you tell us when do you expect that and what goes all in that last category?
Mr. Smith said I'll introduce Paul Hodgins who's our interim CFO.
Mr. Hodgins said Mr. Chair, Councilmember Williams, that really refers to the shortrange transit program. We've drawn mostly from the first two years in making
recommendations for improvements in the life cycle program. We've drawn mostly from
the first two years which are projects ready to be implemented.
The remainder of the projects in the short range are in various stages of readiness. I
would say mostly we're either waiting for fleet or waiting for a funding commitment. So
when funding becomes available either in the transit life cycle program through
increased revenues or such or if there's local funding available, then those would be
moved into those ready items and proposed for inclusion in the program.
Chair Williams said are they prioritized or just depending on funding opportunity?
Mr. Hodgins said I don't believe they're prioritized, but it depends a lot on funding,
funding availability.
Chair Williams said okay. Thank you.
Mr. Smith said and then I guess the funding process sort of prioritizes them as it goes.
Because, remember, in the short term we include all funding sources in the projects, so
a lot of these are city funded, regional funded, federal funded, and so that's really where
the prioritization comes.
Chair McDonald said are there any other questions or comments from the Board?
(VMR Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR KAVANAUGH, SECONDED BY MAYOR
MITCHELL AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE TRANSIT LIFE
CYCLE PROGRAM UPDATE FOR RAIL.
(RPTA Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER ORSBORN, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER FARR AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE
TRANSIT LIFE CYCLE PROGRAM UPDATE FOR BUS AND RAIL.
6.

Chief Executive Officer Recruitment Update

Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, I have nothing to add to what I reported during my CEO
report, so we can move on to Item No. 7.
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On your desk we have included a schedule not a detailed, but it does include some
detail, but a basic outline on schedule for the CEO recruitment. There's some blanks
that will need to be filled in there. We don't know exactly how the Phase II or Phase I
interviews will go. That's what the ad hoc committee will address on the twentyseventh, and we'll keep you updated on that.
Please know that we do have, even though it may not be specifically put in there, on
one of those interview things there are plans to have Board interaction with the
applicants, so you will have the opportunity to meet and to ask questions of the
applicants after they've been whittled down a little bit.
And of course, as this process goes on, you are open to information, ask questions, ask
Penny from our staff or Andy at the County will be able to answer the questions you
have. And of course, the members of the ad hoc committee will be able to update you if
you have specific questions.
7.

Possible Executive Session

The Board may vote to enter Executive Session pursuant to A.R.S. §38-431.03(A.3)
(Legal Advice), §38-431.03 (A)(4) (Litigation, Contract Negotiations, and Settlement
Discussions).
(VMR Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER HEUMANN, SECONDED BY VICE MAYOR
KAVANAUGH AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO ADJOURN TO EXECUTIVE
SESSION.
(RPTA Motion)
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER ORSBORN, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER HALL AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO ADJOURN TO
EXECUTIVE SESSION.
The regular meeting adjourned at 1:20 p.m.
The regular meeting reconvened at 1:47 p.m.
8.

Executive Session Action Items

No action was taken.
9.

Travel and Expenditures

Mr. Smith said Mr. Chair, just a couple of items. Number one, there's been some
questions and I want to -- on the expenditures for the RPTA.
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There's one line item about halfway down the page for $140,567 expenditure on
furniture. And I know that raised a few of your eyebrows on your staff. And just for
information, as part of our lease agreement, we were allowed a large amount in tenant
improvements that could be used on furniture. And it had a specific time period on it.
And we were coming up to the end of that time period, and that $140,000 was still part
of the credit that we had. So we chose to replace older furniture with newer. And that
$140,000 will be reimbursed by the landlord. The net cost on that is zero.
The other thing I'd like to -- that reimbursement has been submitted. We should be
receiving it this month or next.
The other item I want to add is that there's also been some questions as it relates to the
reporting of our task orders. Now to explain to you, when you approve a contract,
whether it be a construction contract, consulting contract, or whatever the Boards
approve the total amount of the contract. And then each year we approve a budget
amount that can be expended on that contract.
As we do business, we issue task orders consistent with both the contract amount and
the budget amount, but for amounts for specific tasks that come under that contract.
Sometimes those task orders can be pretty big.
And I know there's been some question in the past as to how do we know what the
money is being spent on after we've approved the contract and budget. In an effort to
help you keep you up to date as to what's going on, beginning with the August meeting
we will include a list of task orders that were approved by the CEO or others of greater
than $50,000.
So you'll have that report in addition to the travel report and the disbursement report.
You'll also have a task order report for both Valley Metro Rail and for RPTA. That way,
you can tell what activity is going on with contracts and budgets you've already
approved. Does that make sense?
Chair McDonald said yes. Are there any questions or comments about the travel and
expenditures? Okay that was for information only.
10.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events

None.
With no further discussion the meeting adjourned at 1:50 p.m.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 3

SUBJECT
Public Comment on Agenda Action Items
PURPOSE
The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to address the Boards on all
action agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided per speaker to address all
agenda items unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15 minutes
for all speakers will be provided.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 4

SUBJECT
Valley Metro RPTA and Valley Metro Rail (VMR) Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) for use of the Planning and Community Relations Support Services (PCRSS)
and Consulting Support Services (CSS) contracts
PURPOSE
To request approval of a MOU which will allow for the VMR’s support contracts to be
utilized by RPTA for services not to exceed $5 million for the PCRSS contract and $1.5
million for the CSS contract for the initial five years of each contract.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
On June 16, 2016, the VMR Board approved the following contracts:
 PCRSS with HDR Engineering, Inc. for the development of future high capacity
transit projects and other planning activities; and
 CSS with Arcadis, Inc. for design and construction support services.
The RPTA has utilized VMR’s previous Planning and General Engineering Support
Services contracts for service planning studies transit standards and performance
measures development, regional paratransit study update, Title VI program update and
other system studies.
The intent is to allow the RPTA to utilize VMR’s two new support services consultant
teams for its continuing service and facility planning, design and construction activities.
Specific uses may include: feasibility studies, environmental support, facility
development, service planning, travel forecasting, traffic engineering analyses,
engineering services, construction management/inspection services, project scheduling,
cost estimating, environmental, quality assurance, real estate acquisition support,
research, project programming, graphics, data collection and rider surveys to support
bus and paratransit services. The scope of work and cost for specific tasks are
negotiated with the appropriate consultant, and verified to be within the approved
budget prior to initiating work.
For FY17 staff anticipates RPTA use of the two consultant teams for the following
projects and activities:
 Regional ADA Bus Stop Study
 Design and construction of a park-and-ride in Peoria
 Support to MAG Regional Transit Framework Study update
 Service planning and scheduling support
 Regional dial-a-ride service delivery implementation support
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COST AND BUDGET
The overall estimated value of VMR’s PCRSS and CSS contracts over the initial fiveyear duration of the contracts will remain unchanged. The forecasted amount of RPTA’s
utilization of these contracts for the five year period will not exceed $5 million for the
PCRSS contract and $1.5 million for the CSS contract. Allocated funds would be within
the VMR Board approved amounts of $35,000,000 for the PCRSS and $11,800,000 for
the CSS contracts.
Fiscal management will be controlled at the project level. Prior to issuing a work
authorization for the commencement of work, funding sources and amounts will be
verified. In some cases funding from local jurisdictions will be required to conduct a
planning study and appropriate Intergovernmental Agreements will be in place before
the study will begin. Additionally, any new task orders over the amount of $50,000 will
be reported to the Boards monthly.
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016 – 2020:
 Goal 1: Increase customer focus
o Tactic A: Improve customer satisfaction
 Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high performing transit system
COMMITTEE PROCESS
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC/RMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Boards of Directors: August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Boards of Directors approve a MOU which will allow for
VMR’s support contracts to be utilized by RPTA for services not to exceed $5 million for
the PCRSS contract and $1.5 million for the CSS contract for the initial five years of
each contract.
CONTACT
Wulf Grote, P.E.
Director, Capital and Service Development Division
602-322-4420
wgrote@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
The MOU is available upon request.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 5

SUBJECT
Chief Executive Officer Recruitment Update
PURPOSE
To provide an informational update regarding the Chief Executive Officer recruitment
process.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
Scott Smith, Interim CEO will provide an update on the recruitment process.
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
TMC/RMC: August 3, 2016 for information
Boards of Directors: August 18, 2016 for information
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 6

SUBJECT
Possible Executive Session
PURPOSE
The Board may vote to enter Executive Session pursuant to A.R.S. 38-431.03(A)(1) to
discuss applications for employment or appointment of the Chief Executive Officer,
A.R.S. §38-431.03(A)(3) (Legal Advice), §38-431.03 (A)(4) (Litigation, Contract
Negotiations, and Settlement Discussions).
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
The Board may vote to enter Executive Session.
CONTACT
Michael Minnaugh
General Counsel
602-262-7433
mminnaugh@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 7

SUBJECT
Executive Session Action Items
PURPOSE
The Board may take action related to items discussed as part of the Agenda Item 6.
The Boards of Directors may instruct its attorney(s) in accordance with matters
discussed in executive session concerning Agenda item 6.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
The Board may take action related to the items discussed as part of Agenda Item 6.
CONTACT
Michael Minnaugh
General Counsel
602-262-7433
mminnaugh@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 8

SUBJECT
Results of the Rider Satisfaction and Transportation Demand Management Surveys
PURPOSE
To provide an informational update on the results of the 2016 Rider Satisfaction and
Transportation Demand Management Surveys.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
Valley Metro regularly conducts surveys to garner public feedback and opinion of
regional services in an effort to evaluate and improve. Valley Metro conducts the Rider
Satisfaction Survey (intercept and online) every other year with bus and rail riders. The
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Survey (phone) is conducted each spring
with the general public.
Rider Satisfaction Survey
The Rider Satisfaction Survey aims to measure satisfaction with Valley Metro services,
performance, facilities, communication materials and other topics from a diverse set of
riders. Survey locations include 15 key transit centers across the Valley. In addition to
the intercept survey, Valley Metro posts a link to an online survey where riders can
review and complete the survey as well. The data from each survey is processed
separately for analytical purposes. Both survey types are available in English and
Spanish.
In 2016, 625 surveys were completed in the April – May timeframe with a margin of
error of +/- 3.69%. Results are summarized below and often compared to the prior
survey conducted in 2014.
Rider Demographics and Characteristics
 Rider demographics, as a whole, were generally comparable to 2014 figures.
Notably, the average household income reported by riders has declined from
2013 and 2014 to an average of $29,900 per year, with approximately half (49%)
indicating their annual household income is below $20,000 per year.
 On average, riders report using public transit for 6.9 years.
 More than 1/3 of bus riders (38%) reported riding the bus 6 – 7 days a week,
which is a similar proportion compared to recent years.
 Among light rail riders, the average reported frequency of riding light rail
increased to 3.6 days per week in 2016 from 2.9 in 2014.
 Almost half of all riders surveyed (46%) said they are using public transit more
often than a year ago.
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80% of riders reported carrying a mobile phone at the time of being surveyed. A
higher proportion in 2016 reported their phones were smart phones (81%, up
from 71% in 2014).
23% of riders reported that they could have used a personal vehicle for the trip
they were currently on. Nearly half (46%) said zero vehicles were available in
their household at all. In 2014, 31% had a car available for personal use.
Less than half of riders reported having a valid driver’s license (47%),
representing the lowest number of riders with a license in the last several
surveys.

Trip Characteristics
 The majority of riders (79%) indicated they walked to their first transit location;
while approximately 9% reported biking. Another 8% reported driving/riding with
others.
 The majority of riders (81%) also reported they would walk to their destination
after their trip that day.
 Bus-only and dual-mode riders were more likely to report walking to their final
destination compared to light rail only riders (84% and 86% vs. 65%,
respectively).
Overall Satisfaction
 Approximately four in five riders (79%) gave high satisfaction ratings for overall
transit service. This reverses previous declines seen in prior recent years and
brings the overall satisfaction level back in line with 2011/2012 levels.
Satisfaction with Bus Elements
 Bus riders gave the highest satisfaction ratings to usefulness of the Transit Book
(80% gave a 4 (Satisfied) or 5 (Very Satisfied) rating), online trip planner (79%)
and personal safety (78%).
 Conversely, the lowest rated element was bus arrival/departure times with 54%.
 Compared to 2014, one attribute’s satisfaction level increased significantly:
NextRide text or call service (77% in 2016 vs. 70% in 2014).
Satisfaction with Rail Elements
 Light rail riders gave the highest satisfaction ratings to train arrival times (90%
gave a 4/5 rating), ease to purchase passes at fare vending machines (90%) and
quantity and quality of onboard announcements (88%).
 Conversely, the lowest rated element was Presence of Fare Inspectors, yet it still
received a 4/5 rating from 76%.
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Likelihood to Recommend Transit Service
 The likelihood to recommend level remained stable compared to 2014. Eight in
ten riders (81%) indicated they were highly likely to recommend the transit
service to other people.
Likelihood to Be Riding One Year from Now
 Levels of reported likelihood to continue riding public transit were sustained
compared to 2014. Three-fourths of riders (74%) indicated a high likelihood to
continue using public transit.
TDM Survey
The Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Survey measures awareness and
opinions on transportation and air quality issues from the general public. The annual
phone survey measures perceptions about important Valley issues, media awareness,
commuting behavior, perspectives on alternative mode use and factors affecting
commute behavior.
In 2016, 401 telephone interviews were conducted in the April timeframe with a margin
of error of +/- 5%. Results are summarized below.
 21% mentioned an air quality/transportation issue as being one of the most
important, comparable to last year.
 Recall of Commute Solutions advertising is similar to prior years.
 75% view advertising encouraging people to use alternative modes as positive.
 21% of employees and students indicate they carpool, the highest number since
2008.
 As a percentage of trips, alternative modes count for 31% of trips (includes
telework and compressed work schedules).
 For the first time employed residents in larger organizations have surpassed
those in smaller organizations in reporting use of all alternative modes of
transportation (52% vs. 41%).
 Those that use alternative modes do so for convenience (43%) and saving
gas/money (22%).
 28% of employees are aware Valley Metro offers an online trip matching system
(ShareTheRide.com); 67% would be willing to use it.
 61% of non-alternative mode users recommended improvements to make
alternative mode use possible, including improved and expanded light rail (15%)
and bus system (14%).
COMMITTEE PROCESS
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
TMC/RMC: August 3, 2016 for information
Boards of Directors: August 18, 2016 for information
3

STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016 – 2020:
Goal 1: Increase customer focus
 Tactic A: Improve customer satisfaction
 Tactic C: Enhance customer service to member cities
Goal 2: Advance a performance based operation
 Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high performing transit system
Goal 3: Grow transit ridership
 Tactic A: Expand and improve transit services to reach new markets
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Hillary Foose
Director, Communication and Marketing
602-322-4468
hfoose@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENTS
2016 Rider Satisfaction Survey Executive Summary
2016 TDM Survey Executive Summary
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Background and Methodology
• 641 in-person intercepts surveys were completed
– Also conducted an oversample for the City of Phoenix (n=95)

• Key sub-groups analyzed:
– Bus-only riders
– Dual-mode riders
– Light rail-only riders

• Overall margin of error for the study is +/-3.5% at the 95%
confidence level
• Last survey conducted in 2014, with a non-rider survey in 2015

3

Background and Methodology
Intercept Locations
City of Residence

Including Phoenix Oversample
Location
Metrocenter Transit Center
Central Station
Desert Sky Transit Center
Ed Pastor Transit Center
Sunnyslope Transit Center
Price-101 Fwy/Apache Blvd
Mesa Dr/Main St. Transit Center
Paradise Valley Transit Center
59th Avenue and Olive
Superstition Springs Transit Center
Tempe Transportation Center
Montebello and 19th Ave. Transit Center
University/Rural Station
Central/Camelback Station
Chandler Park-and-Ride (Hamilton & Germann)
Chandler Fashion Center
Skysong (Scottsdale)
Light Rail Train
Total

# Completes
63
74
60
49
46
20
41
45
35
36
45
35
16
16
10
10
10
125
736

% Total Sample
9%
10%
8%
7%
6%
3%
6%
6%
5%
5%
6%
5%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
17%
100%

City
Phoenix
Mesa
Tempe
Glendale
Scottsdale
Chandler
Avondale
Peoria
Gilbert
Other

2016
n =736 A
54%
18%B
11%
8%B
2%
3%
1%
1%
2%
1%

2014
n=748 B
55%
12%
12%
5%
2%
4%
1%
1%
2%
6%

4
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Survey Demographics
2016
A

2014
B

Have mobile phone on bus/train

80%

78%

% mobile phones are smartphones

81%B

71%

Android

76%B

59%

Apple/iPhone

20%

31%A

Windows

1%

2%

Blackberry

1%

2%

Demographics

Bus only: 79%;
Dual-mode: 78%;
Light Rail only – 90%

Type of smartphone

5

Vehicle Available
How many vehicles (cars, trucks or motorcycles) are available in your household?
0

23% of
total riders
could have used
a personal
vehicle for
this trip

46%

1

25%

2

19%

3+

10%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

AMONG THOSE WITH VEHICLES: Could you have used one of those vehicles for this trip?
yes

43%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

6
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Mode of Travel to Transit by Rider Type
79%
75%
77%
78%
80%

Walk

93%

9%
6%
8%
4%
7%
7%
8%
10%
9%
2%
5%
4%
3%
5%
1% 6%
6% 12%
1%

Bike
Drive/ride with
others
Drive alone
Vanpool

2016 (n=736)
2014 (n=748)
2013 (n=764)
2012 (n=602)
2011 (n=761)
2010 (n=729)

6%

2009 (n=717)

2%
1%
1%
2%

Neighborhood
circulator
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

How did you get to the transit stop where you first boarded public transit today (either bus or light rail)?
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Satisfaction with Bus Elements
Rate “4” or “5 – Very Satisfied”
Usefulness of Transit Book
Online trip planner
Personal safety
NextRide text or call for next bus arrival
Downloading eTransitBook maps/schedules
Customer service when calling 602-253-5000
Value of service for fare paid
Driver courtesy
Notification of service changes
Cleanliness inside the bus
Availability of locations to purchase passes
Ability to transfer between buses
Cleanliness at the bus stop
Bus arrival/departure times

55%
25%
80%
55%
24%
79%
50%
28%
78%
55%
22%
77%
53%
23%
76%
54%
22%
76%
46%
26%
72%
42%
29%
71%
45%
26%
71%
36%
34%
70%
43%
25%
69%
33%
29%
61%
30%
28%
58%
28%
26%
54%
0%

20%

40%

5 - very satisfied

60%

80%

100%

4
8
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Satisfaction with Light Rail Elements
Rate “4” or “5 – Very Satisfied”
Train arrival times
Ease to purchase passes at fare vending…
Quantity and quality of onboard announcements
Value of service for fare paid
Train station kiosk signage
Customer service when calling 602-253-5000
Cleanliness inside the train
NextRide text or call for next train arrival
Cleanliness at the light rail stations
Ability to transfer between bus & light rail
Online trip Planner
Personal safety
Usefulness of Transit Book
Presence of fare inspectors
0%

90%
24%
90%
19%
88%
24%
87%
22%
86%
26%
86%
22%
85%
30%
85%
21%
84%
30%
81%
27%
81%
24%
80%
27%
80%
22%
76%
28%

66%
71%
64%
65%
60%
64%
55%
64%
54%
54%
57%
53%
58%
48%
20%

40%

60%

5 - very satisfied

80%

100%

4
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Overall Satisfaction with Transit
Rate “4” or “5 – Very Satisfied”
2016

38%

2014

36%

2013

34%

2012

41%
34%
42%

42%

2011

28%
0%

20%

81%

42%

38%

2009

76%

39%

36%

2010

79%
70%

37%
42%
40%
5 - very satisfied

78%
75%
70%

60%
4

80%

100%

Using a scale of 1 to 5, how would you rate your overall satisfaction with the
transit service in the Valley?

10
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Top Reasons for Satisfaction by Rider Type
Satisfied/good service

13%
14%
14%

Frequent/available/reliable

6%
5%
5%

Friendly/helpful/careful/good drivers

5%
5%C
4%
5%
5%

1%

Only way I can get around

2%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

Don’t have to deal with traffic/less stress
Fast
0%

18%

Total (n=578)
Bus only (n=157) [A]

4%
2%
3%

Easy to use

16%

12%
13%
12%
13%

Good routes/convenient routes
It's convenient

21%
22% C
23%

8%A

Combo rider (n=304) [B]

8%C

Light rail only (n=118) [C]

6%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

11

Please explain the ONE primary reason for your satisfaction rating of ____(4 or 5).

Top Reasons for Dissatisfaction by Rider Type
Increase frequency/need
later/earlier hours/not on…
Rude/unprofessional
drivers

38%
10%
12%
10%

4%

10%
11%
10%
9%
8%
8%

Buses take too long/buses
are slow
Need better routes/more
routes

4%

7%
4%
5%
4%
3%
4%
3%

Poor transfers/timing
coordination poor
Schedules and bus arrivals
don’t match

43%46%
48%

Total
17%

Bus only (n=56)
Combo rider (n=70)
Light rail only (n=27)

3%
1%
4%
3%
2%
5%

Buses are dirty
Drivers need better skills
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Please explain the ONE primary reason for your satisfaction rating of ___.

50%

60%

12
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Top Sources of Transit Info by Rider Type
37%
35%
34%

Visit valleymetro.org from a
mobile phone

46%AB

17%
17%
16%

Visit valleymetro.org from a
computer or tablet
Call 602-253-5000/Call
Valley Metro

10%

22%
16%
17%C C
19%

Total (n=736)

14%
11%
17%AC
10%
10%
11%
10%

Transit Book

Stop/station signage

Bus only (n=214) [A]
Combo rider (n=378) [B]
Light rail only (n=144) [C]

6%
7%
5%
7%
8%

NextRide text or call
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Q8: What is your primary source to obtain route and schedule information?
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Conclusions
•

Overall satisfaction has increased

•

Smart phone usage is increasing

•

Primary source of route/schedule information was via mobile phone & valleymetro.org

•

Riders controlling their transit experience, through NextRide and real-time alert
information, support satisfaction

•

Bus riders continue to express low satisfaction with bus arrival/departure times
–

•

Less than 1/4 of riders could have used a vehicle for their transit trip AND fewer riders
reported having a valid driver’s license
–

•

Could be pre-empted with more information available online/via mobile (as noted above)

Highlighting transit dependence and nationwide trend of young people prolonging a license

Light rail riders express low satisfaction with presence of fare inspectors/personal
safety, although at 76% and 80% respectively
14
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2016 TDM Survey Results
August 2016

Background and Methodology
•
•
•
•
•

401 interviews; margin of error +/-5%
100 non-employed; 301 employed
201 males; 200 females
Conducted between March 24 and May 17
Results compared to data from 2008-2015 when applicable

Terminology
• AMU: Alternate Mode Usage
– Traditional AMU: carpool, vanpool, bike, public transit, walk
– Non-Traditional AMU: telework, compressed work week
16
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Survey Contents
•
•
•
•

Top issues facing Valley
Perceptions of traffic congestion & air quality
Commuting behaviors and motivating factors
Advertising recall and messaging

17

Alternative Mode Usage: Percent of People
10%

15% 9%
76%

20%

17% 9%

17% 10%
73%

14% 13%

74%

74%

12%

16% 8%

22%

76%

16% 7%

14% 10%

77%

76%

7%

15% 9%

14% 9%

Always AMU

76%

15% 11%

77%

28%

16% 12%

74%

Some AMU

72%

10%

14%
18%
68%

13%

15%
19%
66%

19%

11%

13%
20%
67%

20%

11%
20%

21%

69%

68%

12%

16% 11%

14%

74%

70%

20%

80%

23%

90%

13% 13%

60%

70%

66%

65%

68%

30%

70%

40%

68%

50%
64%

49% AMU
including
telework
and
compressed
work week

100%

16% 12%

•

30% AMU
traditional
modes

73%

•

72%

Always drive alone

20%
10%
0%

18
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Conclusions
•

Air quality and transportation concerns decreased for the second year in a row
–

•

Percent of commuters and trips using alternative modes reached the highest
level since 2008
–

•
•
•

Reflective of the current focus of media coverage

Specifically, carpooling saw a rise in 2016

While awareness has declined (relational to advertising dollars),
ShareTheRide.com has a high likelihood of usage
Residents appear to be getting used to fluctuations in gas prices, making it
less of a “driver” of alternate mode usage
Messages regarding time savings or helping the environment are themes
most likely to motivate alternate mode usage
19
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Executive Summary
Valley Metro conducts annual rider satisfaction surveys to monitor the overall level of satisfaction
among transit riders. This report presents the results of the eighteenth Rider Satisfaction Tracking
Survey, which was conducted in April and May, 2016. It should be noted that in 2009, after light rail
was introduced to the Valley, the survey instrument was updated to include light rail users.
Data for the rider satisfaction study in 2016 was collected using one methodology – intercept
interviews using iPad technology. Subgroups analyzed within the report are bus‐only riders (n=214),
dual‐mode riders (n=378) and light‐rail‐only users (n=144). The overall margin of error for the study is
 3.69% at the 95% confidence level. Intercepts generally took between 10 to 12 minutes to complete.
Rider Demographics and Characteristics










Self‐reported demographics of riders as a whole were generally comparable to 2014 figures.
Notably, the average household income reported by riders has declined since 2013 to an average
of $29.9 thousand dollars per year, with approximately half (49%) indicating their annual
household income is below $20,000 per year.
On average, riders report using public transit for 6.9 years. Fewer riders in 2016 reported being
new riders (10% indicated they had been riding for less than 6 months, compared to 16% in 2014).
More than one third of bus riders (38%) reported riding the bus six to seven days a week, which is
a similar proportion compared to recent years.
Among light rail riders, the average reported frequency of riding light rail increased to 3.6 days per
week in 2016 from 2.9 in 2014.
Almost half of all riders surveyed (46%) said they are using public transit more often than a year
ago, and less than 10% reported using public transit less often.
Only 23% of total riders reported that they could have used a personal vehicle for the trip they
were currently on. Nearly half (46%) said zero vehicles were available in their household at all.
Less than half of riders reported having a valid driver’s license (47%), representing the lowest level
in the last several years of this survey.
Smart phone usage among riders continues to rise. Four fifths (80%) of riders reported carrying a
mobile phone at the time of being surveyed. Among those, a higher proportion in 2016 reported
their phones were smart phones (81%, up from 71% in 2014). In addition, a higher proportion of
smart phone users reported using Android phones compared to 2014 (76%, up from 59%).

Trip Characteristics




The majority of riders (79%) indicated they walked to their first transit location; while
approximately one in ten (9%) reported biking. Another 8% reported driving/riding with others.
The large majority of riders (81%) also reported they would walk to their destination after their
trip that day.
Bus‐only and dual‐mode riders were more likely to report walking to their final destination
compared to light rail only riders (84% and 86% vs. 65%, respectively).

Valley Metro 2016 Rider Satisfaction Survey
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System Satisfaction
Bus Elements



Bus riders gave the highest satisfaction ratings to usefulness of the Transit Book (80% gave a 4/5
rating), while only 54% were satisfied with bus arrival/departure times.
Compared to 2014, one attribute’s satisfaction level increased significantly: NextRide text or call
for next bus arrival (77% in 2016 vs. 70% in 2014).

Light Rail Elements



Light rail riders gave the highest satisfaction ratings to train arrival times (90% gave a 4/5 rating),
as well as ease of purchasing passes at fare vending machines (90%), and quantity and quality of
onboard announcements (88%).
Between 2016 and 2014, satisfaction levels for light rail attributes remained generally comparable.

Overall Satisfaction


Approximately four in five riders (79%) gave high satisfaction ratings for overall transit service. This
reverses previous declines seen in prior recent years and brings the overall satisfaction level back
in line with 2011/2012 levels.

Likelihood to Recommend Transit Service


The likelihood to recommend level remained stable compared to 2014. Eight in ten riders (81%)
indicated they were highly likely to recommend the transit service to other people. However, the
percent giving a “very likely” rating declined from 2014 (56%, down from 62%) while “4” ratings
increased (25%, up from 20%).

Likelihood to be riding one year from now


Levels of reported likelihood to continue riding public transit were sustained compared to 2014.
Three‐fourths of riders (74%) indicated a high likelihood to continue using public transit.

Perception of Service Change


When riders were asked whether they thought Valley Metro service has improved, remained the
same, or declined in the past year, four in ten (42%) indicated they felt the service has improved
while another 46% felt it has remained the same.

Key Drivers (among Bus Riders)


The elements most highly correlated with overall satisfaction were: bus arrival/departure times
(0.487), ability to transfer between buses (0.466), value of service for fare paid (0.439) and driver
courtesy (0.438)

Valley Metro 2016 Rider Satisfaction Survey
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Elements with comparatively low levels of satisfaction, but relatively high correlation with overall
satisfaction with the transit service include: bus arrival/departure times, ability to transfer
between buses, driver courtesy, and cleanliness inside the bus.

Key Drivers (among Light Rail Riders)


Generally, correlation coefficients for light rail attributes were not as high as values found for bus
attributes. Only one attribute, value of service for fare paid (0.468 correlation with overall
satisfaction) had a correlation above 0.400.



Elements with comparatively low levels of satisfaction, but relatively high correlation with overall
satisfaction with the transit service include: presence of fare inspectors and personal safety.

Primary Source of Transit Information


Riders were asked the primary source(s) used to obtain information about routes and schedule
information in the past year. In prior years, riders were asked to list all sources of information they
utilized, whereas in 2016 the question is asking specifically for the primary source(s). Riders overall
were most likely to mention visiting valleymetro.org from a mobile phone (37%) and visiting
valleymetro.org from a computer or tablet (17%).

Loyalty Segments
Five different loyalty segments were identified using rider answers to three questions: Overall
satisfaction with the transit system in the Valley, likelihood to recommend the transit service, and
likelihood to be riding the transit system one year from now.







Loyal Advocates: Riders who are completely satisfied (give a “5 – Very Satisfied” rating),
are very likely to recommend the transit service to others (give a “5 – Very Likely” rating),
and are very likely to continue using the transit service one year from now (give a “5 –
Very Likely” rating).
Secure Riders: Riders who are both satisfied and likely to continue riding (give a “4” or
“5” rating on both measures).
Vulnerable Captive Riders: Riders who are unsatisfied (give a “1 to 3” rating for overall
satisfaction), but who are likely to be riding transit in a year (give a “4” or “5” rating).
Vulnerable Satisfied Riders: Riders who are satisfied (give a “4” or “5” rating for overall
satisfaction), but who are not likely to be riding transit in a year (give a “1 to 3” rating).
At Risk Riders: Riders who are unsatisfied (give a “1 to 3” rating for overall satisfaction)
and also are likely to stop using the service in the next year (“1 to 3” rating).

Key findings in 2016 include:


Loyal Advocates comprised 29% of total riders, the highest proportion measured in recent years.



Secure riders comprised 35% of the total.



Vulnerable Captive riders declined as a proportion of the total (12%, down from 19% in 2014)
while Vulnerable Satisfied riders increased (16%, up from 10% in 2014).

Valley Metro 2016 Rider Satisfaction Survey
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Conclusions
1. In general, the Valley Metro transit system appears to be meeting the needs of its riders better
than in the past. Overall satisfaction with the transit system increased this year, and there was a
notable shift in the ridership toward “contented” riders with increases in Loyal Advocates, Secure
Riders, and Vulnerable Satisfied Riders.
2. Reported smart phone usage peaked in 2016 and was more Android‐dominant than in prior years.
Additionally, the most often reported primary source of route and schedule information used in
the last year by riders overall was utilizing a mobile phone to access route information from
valleymetro.org, signaling a turning of the tide from traditional information resources like the
Transit Book. The potential to offer riders more control over their transit experience by providing
access to real‐time information via smart phone browsers and in‐phone apps such as RideKick
should continue to be a critical point of focus for Valley Metro moving into the future. Mobile
phone functionality, particularly among younger riders, is a critical tool that enables these riders
to not only summon transit information, but also other transportation services like Uber/Lyft to
more easily overcome the lack of having a vehicle.
3. Bus riders continue to express low satisfaction with bus arrival and departure times, relative to
other service attributes. It also continues to be highly correlated with overall satisfaction of riders.
This seems to be an opportunity for Valley Metro to pre‐empt the frustrations with arrival and
departure times by keeping riders informed via mobile devices either through push notifications or
by continuing efforts to enhance the availability of information online or on in‐phone apps.
Operational focuses on technology such as this seems to be a low‐hanging fruit as far as lessening
this historic pain point among riders while, in turn, increasing overall satisfaction with the transit
system as a whole.
4. Less than one quarter of riders overall indicated they could have used a vehicle instead of their
current transit trip, highlighting the point that a large majority of riders are heavily dependent on
the public transit system to make their regularly planned trips. Additionally, fewer riders in 2016
reported having a valid driver’s license which matches secondary data from a variety of sources
pointing toward the same trend nationwide, particularly among young people. Valley Metro
should continue to look toward younger demographics as a primed potential audience of new
ridership.
5. Among light rail riders, presence of fare inspectors as well as personal safety rose among the most
highly correlated service attributes with overall satisfaction (this analysis had not been performed
before 2016), while receiving relatively low satisfaction ratings themselves. This seems to indicate
that riders utilizing the light rail, an increasingly popular transit choice among residents, are
generally concerned about the level (or lack thereof) of authority figures in and around train
routes. Perhaps they are also concerned about whether the riders on board with them have paid
fairly to ride, thereby increasing concerns of personal safety. Detailed communications in some
form may help to ease riders concerns that fare inspectors and security are indeed around and
thoroughly performing their duties.

Valley Metro
TDM Survey Results 2016
Spring 2016
for
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Executive Summary
This report presents the results of a telephone survey of residents living in Maricopa County conducted
by WestGroup Research. The purpose of the telephone survey is to assess participation in, and reactions
to, the Travel Reduction Program and Transportation Demand Management for Valley Metro.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) refers to various strategies that change travel behavior
(how, when and where people travel) in order to increase a transportation system’s efficiency and
achieve specific planning objectives. TDM strategies encourage more efficient travel patterns, such as
shifts from peak to off‐peak periods, from automobile to alternative modes, non‐travel alternatives and
from dispersed to closer destinations. The study was conducted in partnership with the Arizona
Departments of Environmental Quality and Transportation, Maricopa Association of Governments,
Maricopa County Air Quality Department and Valley Metro.
The interviews were conducted between March 24 and May 17, 2016. Results are based on 401
telephone interviews conducted with 201 male and 200 female residents. Quotas were set to target
approximately three quarters of employed residents, either full or part time (employed n=301), while
remaining residents were either unemployed, house‐spouses, students, or retired. The survey took
approximately 14 minutes to complete. The total sample has a margin of error of ±5.0%.
Perceptions of Valley’s Major Issues


Approximately one in five (21%) of those surveyed mentioned an air quality/transportation‐
related issue as being one of the most important issues facing the Valley. This is comparable to
the 24% recorded in 2015.



Education and economy/unemployment were the other top concerns among residents this year
(mentioned by 34% and 26%, respectively). Immigration (11%) and politics (10%) were among
the top most important issues residents feel the Valley is faced with in 2016.
 While the proportion of mentions for the economy/unemployment and immigration are
essentially the same as last year, residents were significantly more likely to express
concern over politics as compared to two years ago.
 And, conversely, concern about water conservation significantly decreased this year to a
more normalized 5%. (In 2015, concern rose sharply, to 13%, possibly due to extra media
attention at the time related to drought issues.)



Almost nine in ten residents (87%) think the Valley’s traffic congestion problem is big (44%) or
moderate (43%). These figures are comparable to figures recorded in 2015.
 While most residents perceive traffic congestion to be a problem, far fewer report
personally experiencing it. Just over one‐half of residents said the Valley’s traffic
congestion was a big (18%) or moderate (35%) problem for them personally.



Almost nine in ten residents (86%) think the Valley’s air quality problem is be big (37%) or
moderate (49%). Women, lower incomed households, and those who drive alone are more
likely to find air quality to be a big issue.
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Media Awareness


Recall of High Pollution Advisories was measured for the first time in 2016. More than three‐
quarters (78%) of residents recall notifications in the past six months. Young people are less likely
to recall these notifications (62%).
 The top source of notification is television with 51% of residents recalling seeing or
hearing about high pollution advisories via TV. Older residents are significantly more likely
to have heard the notifications on TV (78% vs. 28‐43% for other age groups). Only 7% of
residents who recall hearing/seeing notifications in the past six months cited their
employer as the source of that information.



Recall of Valley Metro advertising was essentially the same in 2016 as it was the past two years;
29% of residents recalled seeing or hearing advertising in the past year. However, awareness
remains significantly lower than the 42% to 56% measured in 2009‐2012.



When asked whether they recalled having seen or heard specific types of advertisements, just
over one‐third (34%) recalled hearing traffic reports reminding drivers to use alternative modes
of transportation, representing a decline for the third year (36% in 2015, 42% in 2014 and 51% in
2013). Recall of a mail piece for ShareTheRide came in at 9%, a dip, but statistically insignificant
to last year. For the second year, residents were asked if they have seen anything online
encouraging them to evolve or change their commute method; 16% recalled this type of online
advertising, relatively unchanged to 2015.



Attitudes toward advertising that encourages people to use alternative modes of transportation
continue to be positive; three in four residents (75%) viewed this type of advertising as very (36%)
or somewhat favorable (39%).



Approximately one‐half of residents surveyed (49%) recalled seeing or hearing news stories
about Valley Metro services, transit services, traffic congestion, or air quality in general. This level
of recall represents a continued downward trend in awareness of transit related news stories,
but recall of news stories remains greater than recall of advertising (49% vs. 29%).



Driving less often was reported by the largest proportion of respondents aware of advertising as
their response to hearing advertising or news stories (16%), followed by carpool or vanpool (11%)
and combine trips (7%). Driving less and combining trips rose significantly since last year, but
that increase brings both scores in line with prior years.



Like last year, half of those aware of the advertising/news stories said they or their family
members had not done anything in response to the ads and news stories (49%).
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Commuting Behavior


The percentage of employees/students using traditional alternative modes of transportation (i.e.
bus, bike, light rail, walk, carpool, or vanpool) was generally similar compared to recent years
(20% some traditional AMU and 10% always traditional AMU). Excluding teleworking and
compressed‐schedules, approximately seven in ten, or 70% of employees/students indicated that
they drive alone always.



About one fifth (21%) of employed residents or students indicated they carpool which is the
highest level since 2008.



Total alternative mode usage including teleworking and compressed schedules stands at 49%, an
increase over the past three years, and significantly higher than the 37% recorded in 2012.



As a percentage of trips, excluding teleworking and compressed work schedules, approximately
one fifth (22%) of total trips from surveyed employees/students were via an alternative mode of
transportation, the highest percentage reported in six years. The percentage of carpooling trips
increased as well to 13% (compared to 10% in 2015).



As a percentage of trips, alternative modes (including teleworking and compressed work
schedules) accounted for 31% of residents’ trips. This is similar to the 30% measured in 2015.



In 2015, the carpool frequency among carpoolers remained similar to recent years (3.1 days per
week average), while the percentage of those who carpool is 21% overall (the highest percentage
since 2008).

Comparison of Large and Small Organizations


The majority (86%) of residents surveyed who work in large organizations indicated that they at
least drive alone or use a motorcycle to commute to work, while approximately one quarter
(27%) indicated using a traditional alternative mode of transportation. Approximately half (52%)
of employees from large organizations reported using any kind of alternative mode of
transportation. This is an increase compared to the 43% recorded in 2015.



For the first time employed residents in larger organizations have surpassed those in smaller
organizations in reporting the use of all alternative modes of transportation (52% vs. 41%).



At the highest level in the past 5 years, alternative mode trips accounted for 36% of work trips
among employees of large organizations, and for 30% of work trips among employees from small
organizations.

Perspectives on Alternative Mode Usage


Employees and students who use alternative modes of transportation most often indicated that
convenience (43%) and saving gas/money (22%) are the primary motivations for using those
modes of transportation. In 2016, significantly more alternative mode users cited convenience
as their main reason (43% up from 29% in 2015).



On average, carpoolers/vanpoolers reported having an average of 2.3 people in the
carpool/vanpool, with nearly three‐quarters having two people.
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When asked how they would go about finding partners for carpooling/vanpooling, employees
most often indicated they would contact friends/coworkers/word‐of‐mouth (38%, significantly
higher than the 26% in 2015.). Continuing a trend seen last year, the proportion of employed
residents who said they would seek a carpool partner through their place of employment
declined for the fifth consecutive year (11% in 2016 is not statistically significant compared to
2015, but it is statistically significant to 2012‐2014).



Approximately one in four (28%) employees were aware that Valley Metro offers an online
matching system (up significantly from 20% in 2014 but comparable to 2015). It should be noted
that the question wording was changed slightly beginning in 2014 to include not just carpool and
vanpool partners, but also “transit or bicycle partners”. Like last year, none of those who said
“yes”, were able to correctly identify the name of the service.



After a significant drop last year, the proportion of employed residents who indicated “yes,” they
would consider using Valley Metro’s online matching system increased significantly in 2016 to
67%, which is consistent with 2014 levels.



Slightly less than half (49%) of employed residents who are not currently carpooling/vanpooling
indicated they would be somewhat or very likely to consider a customized matching system. This
is comparable with recent years.

Factors Affecting Commute Behavior


Similar to recent years, just under two‐thirds (61%) of non‐alternative mode users suggested
changes that may make it possible for them to use an alternative mode of transportation to
commute to work or school in the future. An improved and expanded light rail system (15%) and
bus system (14%) were at the top of the list of suggested improvements.



Of the 25 residents who were asked how likely an improved and expanded bus system and
schedule would encourage them to drive alone less often, 9 or 26% provided “9” or “10 – very
likely” ratings, representing an increase from the 12% recorded in 2015. In fact, 8 of those 9
respondents indicated their likelihood was a 10 out of 10.



More than two‐thirds of (68%) employed residents surveyed indicate their company does not
have a transportation coordinator; virtually all of those reporting a transportation coordinator
work at a company with more than 50 employees.



About four in ten (42%) employed residents surveyed indicated their company offers resources
that provide information about ways to commute to work other than driving alone. This is in line
– at a middle point – between the last two years of measurements. Again, those who work in
larger companies are more likely to say their employer provided AMU resources.



When asked about the types of information they would want at their worksite, carpool related
information was most frequently mentioned by employed residents (11%). However, they were
most likely to say they were not interested in this type of information (55%). The proportion who
answered they were not interested in this information significantly increased from 2014 (42%).
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Fewer than four in ten (38%) employed residents indicate their employers have encouraged them
to commute to work by some means other than driving alone.



Suggestions for how employers could encourage alternate mode transportation most commonly
came back to incentives or rewards (15%), but more (40%) indicated there was nothing their
employer could do to motivate them to commute to work by a means other than driving alone.



Compared to recent years, the top steps residents are willing to take remains similar, with
occasionally work from home seeing the highest proportion of “9” to “10 – very willing” ratings
(48%), followed by work a compressed work week (37%).



Residents were given a list of types of information and asked to indicate which would be most
likely to encourage them to consider alternative modes of transportation (multiples responses
were allowed). Messages relating to the personal benefits of saving money continued to resonate
strongly (selected by 57% and 63%, respectively). All other messages received significantly lower
scores than last year. Last year, residents were asked for the first time if knowing the use of
alternative modes can reduce your carbon footprint would encourage them to consider using
them. At that time one‐half indicated it would, but that has since fallen to 23%.

Conclusions
1.

Air quality and transportation concerns decreased for the second row in 2016, coming in behind
Education (which increased for second year) and the economy. Immigration and politics came in
ahead of each of the individual transportation components. These changes are reflective of the
current focus of media coverage related to recent education‐proposals as well as the presidential
campaign. Water conservation which had peaked last year declined as a concern to a level
consistent with 2012‐2014 levels.

2.

Although recall of advertising related to efforts to reduce pollution and frequency of driving alone
did not decline significantly in 2015, it remains at the lowest level reported in the last eight years.
Specific recall of the advertising messages declined as well. However, favorability of advertising
about alternate modes of travel increased significantly in 2016, and recall is highest among those
who already believe traffic congestion is a big or moderate problem. This represents an
opportunity for Valley Metro as the market is supportive of alternate mode usage and is showing
increased use of alternate modes. Increased advertising could help inflate the already positive
shift. In addition, while the percentage of residents who indicated they did “nothing” in response
to the ads stayed consistent, there was an increase in the percentage of residents who indicated
they were driving less often or combining trips

3.

Total alternative mode usage increased slightly in 2016. The percent of commuters and percent of
trips using alternative modes reached the highest level since 2008. Specifically, carpooling saw a
rise in 2016. Those who use alternative modes of transportation were significantly more likely this
year to say they use it because it’s convenient. The percentage of people who would find a
carpool partner through people they know increased to 38% in 2016 – the highest level in the past
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five years. ShareTheRide.com also significantly increased from less than 1% to 2% of people
mentioning that’s how they would find a carpool partner.
4.

In 2016, traditional alternative mode usage was very similar between large and small companies;
however, there is a higher rate of employees taking advantage of compressed work weeks at large
companies as compared to small companies. This change brought the overall usage of alternative
modes at larger organizations to more than 50% for the first time. This is another positive shift in
the market.

5.

As expected, there is a large disparity between large and small companies when it comes to
alternative transportation options discussed and encouraged at the workplace. Larger
organizations are significantly more likely to have a transportation coordinator and to provide
alternative mode transportation resources. As a result, employees at larger organizations are
more aware of options and information available. Employees at smaller organization are less likely
to note any information they’d like their employer to provide about transportation alternatives.
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Operations & Maintenance
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Regional Ridership
7,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
-

July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
Bus
4,102,136 4,727,400 4,877,391 4,977,536 4,414,888 4,405,458 3,722,124 4,331,362 4,478,292 4,235,295 3,967,598 3,538,608
Light Rail 1,012,07 1,169,45 1,373,22 1,438,683 1,291,298 1,198,892 1,314,309 1,290,616 1,398,319 1,493,048 1,329,756 1,265,067

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

Bus

12,531,778

13,458,805

11,741,501

Light Rail

4,003,244

3,380,360

4,087,871

Total

16,802,730

16,839,165

15,829,372
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Fixed Route Bus – East Valley
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

≥ 93%

91%

94%

92%

Complaints Per 100,000
Boardings

≤ 41

41

36

50

Mechanical Failures Per
100,000 Revenue Miles

≤ 19

13

8

14

≥ 80%

100%

99%

100%

--

3,939,611

3,896,769

3,528,496

On-Time Performance

Preventative Maintenance
Inspections - % On-Time
Ridership

Fixed Route Bus – West Valley
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

≥ 93%

92%

95%

95%

Complaints Per 100,000
Boardings

≤ 41

7

7

13

Mechanical Failures Per
100,000 Revenue Miles

≤ 19

3

9

5

≥ 80%

100%

98%

100%

--

125,259

141,259

125,615

On-Time Performance

Preventative Maintenance
Inspections - % On-Time
Ridership

2
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Light Rail
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

≥ 95%

92%

92%

94%

Complaints Per 100,000
Boardings

≤3

0.4

0.9

1.0

Mechanical LRV Failures Per
100,000 Revenue Miles

≤ 16

14

12

9

Mechanical Systems Failures
Per 100,000 Revenue Miles

≤6

3

1

2

--

4,003,244

3,380,360

4,087,871

On-Time Performance

Ridership

Light Rail (cont.)
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

Preventative Maintenance
Inspections - % On-Time (LRV)

≥ 80%

100%

100%

100%

Preventative Maintenance
Inspections - % On-Time
(Systems)

≥ 80%

95%

98%

96%

≤1

2

0

2

Employee Injuries

3
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Customer Service – Call Center
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

Calls Received

--

355,006

337,688

291,611

Complaints Processed

--

7,095

7,263

8,651

NextRide Inquiries Handled by
Interactive Voice Response
(IVR)

--

325,868

300,983

308,165

NextRide Inquiries Handled by
Text Messaging

--

499,806

621,161

458,461

Average Talk Time

--

2:17

2:27

2:15

≤ 1.00

0:54

:22

:20

Average Speed of Answer
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Safety, Security & Quality Assurance
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Bus Accidents
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

100
85
Total

54
7
FY16 Q3

NTD

0

2

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

1
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Dial-a-Ride Accidents
14
12
10
8

Total
NTD

8

6
5

4
2

No NTD
Reportable
Incidents

2

3

0

0

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

1

FY16 Q4

Police Incidents - Bus
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Total Incidents

33

Criminal
Damage
Other

14

13

15

18

1
.

FY16 Q3

FY16 Q4

2
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Rail Accidents
14
12
10

11

8

11

10

11
NTD

6
4

5

2

4

0
FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4
5

Fares Inspected
700,000
650,000
600,000
550,000
500,000
450,000
400,000
350,000
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

% of total ridership

16.2%
15%

664,999

613,448

10%
336,902

FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

6
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Fare Inspections and Fare Evasions

7

Citations Issued by Allied Barton
500
450
400

391

350
300

351

250

275

200
150
100
50
0
FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

8
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Top Violations
100
80

86

84

60
40

49

49

20
0

Occupy Any Transit Vehicle Without Paying Fare
Fail to Exhibit Proof of Fare Payment
Disobey Traffic Signal, Security Notice, Sign or Marker
Possess Open Container or Consume Alcohol on Transit Property/Vehicle

9

Fare Compliance
Total Inspections for Q4 = 664,999
100%
90%
80%

94%

94%

94%

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
FY16 Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

10
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Fare Sweeps
April 20, 2016 - 1st Ave and Van Buren
The teams made contact with 265 passenger/patrons:
•
•
•
•

25 Fare Recovery Actions Conducted
4 Citations Issued
5 Written Warnings Issued
1 Arrests Initiated by local PD
• 1 on STOP program
The purpose of a fare sweep is to ensure Fare Compliance and Revenue Recovery

11

Fare Sweeps
April 26, 2016 (0930 – 1130)
19th Avenue and Montebello
The teams made contact with 115
passenger/patrons:

May 23, 2016
Apache and McClintock
The teams made contact with 117
passenger/patrons:

• 6 Fare Recovery Actions
Conducted
• 1 Citations Issued
• 1 Arrests Initiated by local PD

• 30 Fare Recovery Actions
Conducted
• 3 Citations Issued
• 1 Arrests Initiated by local PD
• Warrant
• 8 Warnings

The purpose of a fare sweep is to ensure Fare Compliance and Revenue Recovery

12
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Fare Sweeps
June 1, 2016 (1630 – 1800)
19th and Dunlap
The teams made contact with 132
passenger/patrons:

May 26, 2016
Mesa and Main
The teams made contact with 190
passenger/patrons:

• 4 Fare Recovery Actions
Conducted
• 4 Citations Issued
• 0 Arrests Initiated by local PD

• 13 Fare Recovery Actions
Conducted
• 2 Citations Issued
• 0 Arrests Initiated by local PD

The purpose of a fare sweep is to ensure Fare Compliance and Revenue Recovery

13

Fare Sweeps Total Activity
Total Contact: 820
• Fare Recovery: 78
• Citations: 14
• Arrests: 3

The purpose of a fare sweep is to ensure Fare Compliance and Revenue Recovery
14
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Criminal Activity in June 2016
(Platforms and Trains)
35
34

30
25

24

20
15

19

10
5
0
Crimes Against Persons

Property Crimes

Medical Responses

15
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Gilbert Road Extension
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Project Progress
• Design
– Neighborhood Meeting for Stapley Drive Public
Art held on June 29, 2016
– 90% GMP 1 Design Package Submittal in review
– Value Engineering Report finalized on
March 16, 2016
– 587 potholes completed
2

1
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Potholing Progress

3

Project Cost and Budget
Description

Budget
($M)

Expended
($M)

% Earned

Forecast ($M)

Construction

$ 62.6

$0.0

0.0%

$ 62.6

Utilities

$ 12.7

$0.1

0.8%

$ 12.7

Right of Way

$ 14.8

$0.0

0.1%

$ 14.8

Public Art

$

0.8

$0.0

2.2%

$

Vehicles

$ 20.1

$0.0

0.0%

$ 20.1

Design/Mgt.

$ 36.0

$7.8

21.5%

$ 36.0

Finance Costs

$

5.7

$0.0

0.0%

$

Total

$152.7

$7.9

5.2%

$152.7

0.8

5.7
4
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Project Contingency
Description

Dollars ($M)

Allocated Contingency

$6.3

Executed Change Orders

$0.0

Unallocated Contingency

$11.0

Total Project Contingency Remaining

$17.3
5

Project Schedule
Description

Baseline

Current

% Complete

Construction

09/17/18

08/16/18

0.0%

Utilities

08/15/18

07/08/18

1.0%

Right of Way

12/25/17

11/10/17

1.0%

Public Art

07/19/18

06/17/18

2.5%

Design/Mgt.

03/16/19

02/12/19

24.0%

Vehicles

09/14/18

12/31/19

0.0%

Test and Startup

11/19/18

11/19/18

0.0%
6
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Northwest Extension
FY16 Q4 Report
RMC
August 2016

Project Progress
• Construction
– Worked on close out of both the final construction
punch list and SSCVR open items
– Worked on warranty issues
– Worked on weekly landscape maintenance
– Completed storm drain lateral repair work
– All System Integration Testing performed with
outstanding discrepancies.
2
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Valley Crest,
SSWJV’s
Subcontractor,
removing and
replacing broken
tree stakes on the
east side of 19th
Avenue north of
Glendale Avenue
(facing north)

Scheidt & Bachmann, SSWJV’s
Subcontractor, conducting the HI
TEMP alarm test for TVM 1 at
Dunlap Station, IS-104 test
(facing south)

3

MEC, SSWJV’s
Subcontractor, and
Valley Metro performing
SCADA/TPSS
integrated testing at
TPSS A, IS-201 test

Demolition of asphalt for the 10’ X 12’ hand
tunneling pit – storm drain lateral repair work
(facing north)

4
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Preparing grade inside the 10’
X 12’ hand tunneling pit to
begin hand tunneling operation
– storm drain lateral repair work
(facing north)

5

Project Schedule
Description

Baseline

Current

% Complete

Construction

4/26/16

3/18/16

100.0%

Utilities

6/30/14

7/15/15

100.0%

Right of Way

10/30/13

8/15/15

100.0%

Public Art

11/30/15

2/29/16

100.0%

Design/Mgt.

7/30/15

9/30/16

95.0%

Test and Startup

7/25/16

3/19/16

100.0%
6
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Project Cost and Budget
Description

Construction

Budget ($M)

Expended
($M)

% Earned

Forecast ($M)

$154.0

$151.2

98%

$154.0

Utilities

$38.1

$38.0

100%

$38.1

Right of Way

$76.4

98%

$76.4

$1.1

$75.2
$
0.9

88%

$1.1

$57.1

$52.6

92%

$57.1

$326.6

$317.9

97%

$326.6

Public Art
Design/Mgt.
Total

7

Project Contingency
Description

Dollars ($M)

Total Project Contingency

$10.0

Executed Change Orders/Budget Transfers

$9.9

Total Project Contingency Remaining

$0.1
8
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Capital and Service Development
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Transit Planning Projects
Name
Transit Standards /
Performance Measures

Type

Project
Complete

Agency
Standards

Summer
2016

Status
•
•

Buckeye Transit Plan

Study

Summer •
2016

Peoria Transit
Facility Study

Study

December •
2016

Final report approved by Boards in June
2016
Project is complete
Final report submitted to City of
Buckeye for review and comment
Developed final recommendations for
Park-and-ride site

2

1
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Transit Planning Projects
Name

Type

Project
Complete

Status
•

Grand Avenue Transit
Feasibility Study

GIS Farebox Data
Processing Tool

Study

Project

December
2016

•

Determined final recommendations
for short, mid and long term transit
concepts.
Initiated traffic analysis of mid-term
transit recommendation

• Developed a web‐based “Ridership
Data Portal” and demonstrated to
December
SPWG
• Developed the catchment areas
2016
around each one of the bus stops
around the region

3

Transit Planning Projects
Type

Project
Complete

April 2016 Fixed‐Route
Service Changes

Service
Change
Process

April
2016

October 2016 FixedRoute Service Changes

Service
Change
Process

October
2016

Short Range Transit
Program

Regional
Update

May
2016

Name

Status
•
•

Implemented changes on April 25, 2016
Performed business outreach for Route
72 10-min. frequency improvement.

•
•
•

Conducted public outreach
Performed route run time analysis
Updated Title VI draft report

•

Presented to the RPTA Board for
information in May 2016
Update is complete

•

4
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Accessible Transit Services
FY16 Q4 Report
July 2016

Dial-a-Ride – East Valley
Performance Indicator

Target

FY16Q3

FY15 Q4

FY16 Q4

--

79,952

79,946

80,583

On-Time Performance

≥ 95%

96%

97%

97%

Complaints Per 1,000 Trips

≤ 1.5

2.5

1.9

2.2

--

$26.62

$25.45

$27.00

One-Way Trips

Cost Per Trip

6
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Dial-a-Ride – West Valley
Performance Indicator
One-Way Trips
On-Time Performance
Complaints Per 1,000 Trips
Cost Per Trip

Target

FY16Q3

FY 15 Q4

FY16 Q4

--

26,566

23,024

28,444

≥ 95%

97%

97%

97%

≤ 1.5

0.34

.08

.91

--

$25.36

$23.78

$25.93

7

7

Dial-a-Ride – Regional Pilot
Performance Indicator
One-Way Trips
On-Time Performance
Complaints Per 1,000 Trips
Cost Per Trip

Target

FY16Q3

FY 15 Q4

FY16 Q4
June Only

--

301

≥ 95%

96%

≤ 1.5

.01

--

$39.44

8

8

4

7/27/2016

Other Accessibility Services
Performance Indicator

FY16Q3

FY 15 Q4

FY16 Q4

RideChoice Trips

12,139

12,493

Cost Per Trip

$11.17

$14.46

11,939
$10.95

Platinum Pass Trips

31,520

34,693

Cost Per Trip

$0.77

$0.72

ADA Applicants

1,025

1,033

Unconditional

73%

64%

Conditional

15%

21%

Temporary

11%

13%

Denials

1%

2%

32,896
$0.74
1,166
71%
18%
9%
2%

9

Accessible Transit Services Highlights
•

Completed developing the next paratransit contractor RFP
– RFP issue date: July 7
– Proposal due date: September 7

•

VM Accessibility Advisory Group
– Members identified and appointed
– First meeting scheduled for July 27

•

Regional Paratransit Implementation
– Completed and distributed a new Regional Ride Guide which includes new regional
operating policies
– Completed a pilot program providing regional trips to a test group of users to work out
operational issues
– Began taking reservations for July regional travel
– Service implemented successfully on July 1
10

5

8/10/2016

Capital Planning and Development
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Future Transit Corridors

2

1

8/10/2016

Tempe Streetcar
Project
Complete
2019

Current Phase
FTA Project
Development

Phase
Complete
Summer/Fall
2016

Status






Initiated vehicle procurement for six streetcar vehicles
Issuing RFQs for designer, contractor, and artists in late summer
Conducted design peer review during APTA Rail Conference
Continued coordination with FTA’s PMOC
Continued with Preliminary Engineering

3

Capitol/I-10 West LRT Extension
Project
Complete
2023 (Phase I)

Current Phase

Phase
Complete

Environmental
Assessment (EA)

Spring
2017

Status




ADOT, County and City coordination on-going
Revised EA per FTA comments
Anticipate public review in Fall 2016

4

2

8/10/2016

West Phoenix/Central Glendale
Project
Complete
2026

Current Phase
Alternatives
Analysis

Phase
Complete
Early 2017

Status



7-mile leading alternative approved by Glendale City Council
Developed options to cross I-17, transition into Downtown
Glendale and crossing Grand Avenue

5

Northwest LRT Extension Phase II
Project
Complete
2023

Current Phase

Phase
Complete

Environmental
Assessment

Summer
2017

Status




Completed project definition
Continue to engage with project stakeholders
Initiate the Environmental Assessment in July 2016

6

3

8/10/2016

South Central LRT
Project Complete

Current Phase

Phase Complete

2023

Project Development

Fall
2016

Status





Held public review for the Environmental Assessment
Formal responses completed and reviewed by FTA
Submitted the Draft Memorandum of Agreement Draft
Finding of No Significant Impacts (FONSI) Letter to FTA
Completed 15% engineering roadway and track plans

7

50th Street Light Rail Station
Project
Complete
2019

Current Phase

Phase
Complete

Conceptual
Engineering

Spring
2016

Status




Analyzed station shift
Completed design and artist procurements
Reviewed CM@Risk Contractor proposals

8

4

8/10/2016

Fiesta-Downtown
Chandler Transit
Corridor Study
Project
Complete
2017

Current Phase

Phase Complete

Feasibility Study

Spring 2017

Status
• Completed the Enhanced Land Use Scenario.
• Developed capital and operating cost estimates for
potential high capacity transit scenarios.
• Initiated travel forecasting for long-term scenarios.

9

5

7/27/2016

Communication & Marketing
FY16 Q4 Report
August 2016

Communications Update
• Helped organize/generated PR
for internal bus roadeo
• Submitted (and won!) two
awards for regional Dial-a-Ride
collaboration
– AzTA/ADOT & MAG

• Building PR plan w/ Phoenix
for October T2050 roll-out
2

1

7/27/2016

Community Relations Update
• Unveiled Design a Transit
Wrap winner, Cami Lintz
– Marcos de Niza senior (Tempe)

• Held Gilbert Rd. Extension
public meetings
– 60% design review
– Pre-construction activity
– Stapley station art input
3

Commute Solutions Update
• Held a busy Valley Bike Month
– 27 events; 13,500+ participants
– 50% ↑ from 2015

• Grew ShareTheRide participation
– 43k active users (22% ↑ from FY15)
– 400 custom subsites (47% ↑ from FY15)

• Conducted vanpool asset inventory
• Conducted annual TDM phone
survey

4

2

7/27/2016

Marketing Update
• Executed marketing plan for
Route 72 service enhancement
• Issued website re-design RFP
– Received five proposals

• Displayed custom artwork from
Noe Baez, 2nd INFLUX artist
• Conducted bi-annual Rider
Satisfaction Survey

5

APTA Rail Support
• Organized VM steering committee
• Served as APTA Rail Conf. Chair
• Executed record-breaking rodeo
– 21 teams – most in APTA’s history

• Organized 75+ volunteers
• Generated media coverage
– 5 print stories (local & nat’l)
– 15 TV & radio interviews

6

3

7/27/2016

Finance Division
FY16 Q4 Report

August 2016

Valley Metro RPTA
Operating Results – Q4
RPTA Budget vs. Actual Report

$ Millions

For the quarter ending June 30, 2016
4th Quarter
Operations Expenditures
Fixed Route Bus
Paratransit
Vanpool
Regional Services
Planning
Administration
METRO Rail (Salary, Fringe, OH)
Total Operations Expenditures

Budget
21.5
7.9
0.3
2.8
0.6
0.6
4.3
38.0

Year to Date
Actual
18.5
7.2
0.2
2.9
1.0
0.5
4.0
34.3

Variance
(Unfav.)
3.0
0.7
0.1
(0.1)
0.0
0.1
0.3
4.1

Budget
86.2
31.4
1.0
11.1
2.2
2.4
17.4
151.7

Actual
80.7
29.1
0.8
9.8
2.4
1.9
16.2
141.0

Variance
(Unfav.)
5.5
2.3
0.2
1.3
(0.2)
0.5
1.2
10.7

Agency FTE's Budget vs. Actual
For the quarter ending March 31, 2016
3rd Quarter
Valley Metro Integrated
Staff (Full Time Equivalents)

Budget
312

Actual
288

Variance
(Unfav.)
24

2

1

7/27/2016

Open Positions Status
Valley Metro Integrated Agency
FY 2016 Adopted Positions ‐ Status Update

FY16 ‐ Q3
Mar Open
14
2
1
0
4
0
0
0
1
2
24
8%
312

Operations and Maintenance
Human Resources
Planning & Accessible Transit
Safety & Security
Information Technology
Communication & Marketing
Design & Construction
Finance
Executive
Legal
Total Open Positions
Total Authorized Positions

FY16 ‐ Q4
Jun Open
18
2
0
0
3
1
1
1
1
1
28
9%
312

Valley Metro RPTA
Capital Results – Q4
RPTA Budget vs. Actual Report

$ Millions

For the quarter ending June 30, 2016
4th Quarter

Year to Date

Budget

Actual

Variance
(Unfav.)

Bus Purchases
Valley Metro
Lead Agency

0.1
1.2

0.5
4.8

(0.4)
(3.6)

0.5
4.7

0.5
4.8

0.0
(0.1)

Paratransit Vehicles
Lead Agency

0.1

0.3

(0.2)

0.3

0.4

(0.1)

Vanpool Vehicles
Other Capital
METRO Rail
Total Capital Expenditures

0.8
1.5
16.4
20.1

0.0
0.9
13.2
19.7

0.8
0.6
3.2
0.4

3.0
6.2
65.5
80.3

2.1
1.8
47.0
56.6

0.9
4.4
18.4
23.7

Capital Expenditures

Budget

Actual

Variance
(Unfav.)

4

2

7/27/2016

Rail Finance
FY16 Q4 Report

August 2016

Valley Metro Rail
Operating Results – Q4
VMR Budget vs. Actual Report

$ Millions

For the quarter ending June 30, 2016
4th Quarter
Operations Expenditures
Rail Operations
Future Project Development
Agency Operating
Total Operating Activities

Budget
9.9
2.9
0.2
13.0

Year to Date
Actual
9.1
1.2
0.2
10.5

Variance
(Unfav.)
0.8
1.7
0.0
2.5

Budget
39.4
11.5
0.9
51.8

Actual
34.9
8.8
0.7
44.4

Variance
(Unfav.)
4.5
2.7
0.2
7.4

2

1

7/27/2016

Average Rail Fare
FY 2015 History / FY 2016 4th Quarter
Average Fare - 12 Months Rolling by Quarter

$1.00
$0.95
$0.90

$0.89

$0.86

FY15‐Q4

FY16‐Q1

$0.88

$0.85

$0.86

FY16‐Q2

FY16‐Q3

FY16‐Q4

Budget
$0.88

$0.85
$0.80
$0.75
$0.70
$0.65
$0.60
$0.55
$0.50

Fare Revenue Budget
Fare Revenue Collected
Variance

Q4
$3,777,000
$3,648,000
($129,000)

Q4
40.1%
39.5%

Fare Recovery Budget
Fare Recovery Actual

3

Valley Metro Rail
Capital Results – Q4
VMR Budget vs. Actual Report
For the quarter ending June 30, 2016

$ Millions

Year to Date

4th Quarter
Budget

Actual

Variance
(Unfav.)

Rail Extensions
Central Mesa
Northwest Extension PH1
Tempe Streetcar
Gilbert Rd

3.9
12.3
0.3
2.9

0.8
0.7
0.0
4.5

3.1
11.6
0.3
(1.6)

15.5
49.2
1.2
11.5

14.7
40.5
0.1
8.8

0.8
8.7
1.1
2.7

Concurrent Non‐Project Activities
Central Mesa
Northwest Extension PH1

0.1
0.0

0.1
0.6

0.0
(0.6)

0.3
0.0

0.4
0.6

(0.1)
(0.6)

Non‐Prior Rights Utilities Relocation
System‐wide Improvements
50th St Station

0.4
0.9
0.2

0.2
0.5
0.2

0.2
0.4
0.0

1.5
3.5
0.7

1.7
1.6
0.3

(0.2)
1.9
0.4

21.0

7.6

13.4

83.5

68.6

14.9

Capital Expenditures

Total Capital

Budget

Actual

Variance
(Unfav.)

4

2

DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 10

SUBJECT
Travel and Expenditures
PURPOSE
The monthly travel and expenditures are presented for information.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Paul Hodgins
Interim Chief Financial Officer
602-262-7433
phodgins@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
Valley Metro Travel Reimbursement Report
Valley Metro RPTA and Valley Metro Rail Monthly Accounts Payable over $25,000

VALLEY METRO • 101 N 1ST AVE • STE 1300 • PHOENIX AZ • 85003 • 602-262-7433

Valley Metro Regional Public Transportation Authority
Monthly AP Payments over $25,000
May 21, 2016 - June 20, 2016

Document Number Name
20160617W
City of Phoenix
20160617W004
35396
20160610WPR001
20160527W002
20160527W

Total Transit, Inc.
City of Tempe
ADP
ADP
United Healthcare

20160610WPR001
20160617W004
20160527W002
20160610WPR002
20160527W004
20160603W
20160603W
35434
20160603W
20160531W004
20160617W005
20160527W003
20160617W002
6152016
35374
20160527W006
20160531W006
35429
35390
20160617W004

ADP
Total Transit, Inc.
ADP
ASRS
ASRS
Valutrans, Inc
Valutrans, Inc
Moses, Inc.
Valutrans, Inc
City of Mesa
Discovery Benefits, Inc.
Second Generation, Inc. dba Ajo Transp.
Second Generation, Inc. dba Ajo Transp.
Wells Fargo Bank
C.A.R.E Evaluators, Inc.
CopperPoint Mutual Insurance Company
SRP
Creative Software Solutions/MJM
Ebid Systems, Inc.
Total Transit, Inc.

Transaction Description
June 2016 Bus Service, Dial-A-Ride, Fixed Route,
Fare Handling Fee
April 2016 East Valley ParaTransit Services
April 2016 EVBOM Use and Lease Agreement
PPE 6/5/16l ADP Wages Payable
PPE 5/22/16 ADP Wages Payable
June 2016 Employee Dental, Medical & Vision
Coverage
PPE 6/5/16 Payroll Taxes and Garnishments
April 2016 Northwest Valley ParaTransit Services
PPE 5/22/16 Payroll Taxes, Garnishments
PPE 6/5/16 ASRS
PPE 5/22/16 ASRS
April 2016 Avondale Zoom
April 2016 Glendale Express Bus
April 2016 Marketing & Advertising
April 2016 Vee Quiva Bus
May 2016 CNG Fuel Expense
Deposit to Cover Flexible Spending Claims for FY17
April 2016 Rural Connector Route
May 2016 Rural Connector Route
May 2016 Wells Fargo Credit Card Purchases
April 2016 ADA Evaluators
June 2016 Rent and Credit for Operating Costs
May 2016 Utilities
May 2016 Ridechoice Program Management
April 2016 Software Support and Maintenance
April 2016 Mobility Center Services

Effective
Date

Transaction
Amount

6/17/2016 1,642,639.20
6/17/2016
6/8/2016
6/10/2016
5/27/2016
5/27/2016

723,936.81
541,463.00
500,714.11
428,406.26
282,954.23

6/10/2016
6/17/2016
5/27/2016
6/10/2016
5/27/2016
6/3/2016
6/3/2016
6/16/2016
6/3/2016
5/31/2016
6/17/2016
5/27/2016
6/17/2016
6/15/2016
6/3/2016
5/27/2016
5/31/2016
6/16/2016
6/3/2016
6/17/2016

212,571.98
210,194.09
189,345.45
163,402.43
157,759.79
127,060.33
111,122.67
88,303.42
73,374.78
67,571.48
60,000.00
50,781.33
50,667.92
50,029.42
41,928.43
39,136.56
36,994.16
34,737.64
28,728.50
28,158.99
5,941,982.98

Valley Metro Regional Public Transportation Authority
Monthly AP Payments over $25,000
June 21, 2016 - July 20, 2016
Effective
Date

Document Number

Name

Transaction Description

20160701W006

FirstGroup America, Inc.

May 2016 Fixed Route Bus Service

Transaction Amount

20160708W008

Total Transit, Inc.

May 2016 East Valley Paratransit Services

20160622W005

Gillig, LLC

6750 Gillig Low Floor CNG Transit bus, 40 Ft. Length

20160622W001

ADP

PPE 6/19/16 Payroll - ADP Wages

6/24/2016

484,952.87

7/1/2016

4,443,300.19

7/8/2016

726,937.55

6/24/2016

534,029.55

20160708W002

ADP

PPE 7/3/16 Payroll - ADP Wages

7/8/2016

423,858.84

20160708W

United Healthcare

July 2016 Employee Dental, Medical & Vision Coverage

7/8/2016

305,461.68

20160715W

Valutrans, Inc

May 2016 West Valley Fixed Route Transit Services

7/15/2016

268,623.55

20160622W001

ADP

PPE 6/19/16 Payroll Taxes and Garnishments

6/24/2016

227,962.09

20160708W008

Total Transit, Inc.

May 2016 Northwest Valley Paratransit Services

7/8/2016

219,507.73

35550

En Pointe Technologies

FY 16-17 Microsoft Agreement

20160708W002

ADP

PPE 7/3/16 Payroll Taxes and Garnishments

20160622W002

ASRS

PPE 6/19/16 ASRS

7/13/2016

195,346.97

7/8/2016

184,202.48

6/24/2016

162,574.29

20160708W004

ASRS

PPE 7/3/16 ASRS

7/8/2016

153,325.57

35548

Moses, Inc.

4/1/16-6/7/16 Marketing and Advertising

7/13/2016

108,660.46

35487

Extreme Integration, LLC

Teleconferencing and In-House Server

6/29/2016

74,121.03

35500

vRide, Inc.

April 2016 Vanpool Services

7/7/2016

47,456.90

20160701W005

CopperPoint Mutual Insurance Company

July 2016 Mobility Center Rent

7/1/2016

46,829.28

20160708W006

Alesig Consulting LLC

Web Hosting, Software Maintenance & Support 7/1/16 to 6/30/17

7/8/2016

46,000.00

35521

AzTA (Arizona Transit Association)

Membership Dues 7/1/16 - 6/30/17

7/7/2016

37,570.00

7152016

Wells Fargo Bank

June 2016 Wells Fargo Credit Card Purchases

7/15/2016

37,417.49

35479

C.A.R.E Evaluators, Inc.

May 2016 Mobility Center ADA Evaluators

6/29/2016

34,920.93

20160708W008

Total Transit, Inc.

May 2-16 Mobility Center Transportation

7/8/2016

31,214.05

20160630W002

City of Mesa

June 2016 CNG Fuel Expense

6/30/2016

29,589.68

8,823,863.18

Valley Metro Rail, Inc.
Monthly AP Payments over $25,000
May 21, 2016 - June 20, 2016
Check Number

Vendor Name

20160610W001
20160610W001
20160527W001
20160610W001
20160610W001
26716
26766
20160603W006
20160603W001
26619
26776
20160617W003
20160527W002
20160603W006
20160603W004
20160603W001
26610
26771
26710
26706
26678
6152016
20160603W002
20160603W006
26625

HDR/SR Beard & Associates
November 2015 HDR Planning and Support Services
HDR/SR Beard & Associates
February 2016 HDR Planning and Support Services
Sundt/Stacy & Witbeck Joint Venture NWX
April 2016 NWE Phase 1 Rail Construction
HDR/SR Beard & Associates
December 2015 HDR Planning and Support Services
HDR/SR Beard & Associates
January 2016 HDR Planning and Support Services
World Wide Technology
Network Video Recorder Upgrade
Parsons Transportation Group Inc.
Engineering Design and Consulting Services for SCADA Upgrade May 2016
PB-Wong Joint Venture
April 2016 TO 4 & TO 20 NWE 4012 Project Management
DMS - Facility Services, Inc.
Facilities and LRV Cleaning Services April 2016
Deborah Mersky
Pymt 8-13 for Fabrication NWE Artwork Design
Entertainment Solutions of AZ Inc.
Event Planning for 2016 APTA Internation Rail Rodeo 6/15-6/19/16
Valley Transit Constructors/Kiewit-Mass Joint Venture March & April 2016 Central Mesa Light Rail Extension
Stacy and Witbeck-Sundt JV GRE
April 2016 GRE Light Rail Extension
PB-Wong Joint Venture
April 2016 TO 19 GRE 4036 Project Management
Knorr Brake Corporation (KBC)
Brake Equipment Overhaul April 2016
DMS - Facility Services, Inc.
April 2016 Facilities Maintenance Services
City of Phoenix
March 2016 NWE LRT Funding Agreement
Visiontron Corp.
Between Car Barriers, Belt Ends and Receiving Ends
City of Phoenix
50 Local All Day and 2,300 Local 7-Day Full Passes
Levy Restaurants
Food for 2016 APTA RRC Host Reception
City of Phoenix
May 2016 Fare Handling Fee
Wells Fargo Bank
May 2016 Wells Fargo Credit Card Purchases
ARCADIS
April 2016 Consulting Support Services
PB-Wong Joint Venture
April 2016 TO 2 & TO 20 CME/4027 Project Management
Brinks, Incorporated
April 2016 Armored Car & Cash Management Services

Transaction Description

Check Date

Check Amount

6/10/2016
6/10/2016
5/27/2016
6/10/2016
6/10/2016
6/15/2016
6/15/2016
6/3/2016
6/3/2016
6/2/2016
6/15/2016
6/17/2016
5/27/2016
6/3/2016
6/3/2016
6/3/2016
6/2/2016
6/15/2016
6/15/2016
6/15/2016
6/8/2016
6/15/2016
6/3/2016
6/3/2016
6/2/2016
Report Total

448,749.71
448,687.18
409,747.12
323,940.33
276,504.89
231,295.22
195,754.00
165,859.61
151,163.74
127,400.00
92,500.00
73,180.71
69,444.44
61,780.66
57,341.06
53,327.25
51,049.00
48,395.80
46,200.00
41,757.79
31,407.00
29,874.49
29,622.31
28,929.46
26,365.16
3,520,276.93

Valley Metro Rail, Inc.
Monthly AP Payments over $25,000
June 21, 2016 - July 20, 2016
Effective
Date Transaction Amount

Document Number Name

Transaction Description

20160624W001

Alternate Concepts Inc.

April 2016 Transportation Services

6/24/2016

742,226.31

20160715W003

Jacobs Engineering

May 2016 Gilbert Rd Extension Design Services

7/15/2016

702,499.82

20160624W002

Jacobs Engineering

April 2016 Gilbert Rd Extension Design Services

6/24/2016

651,565.83

20160708W007

Allied Barton Security Services

May 2016 Fare Inspection & Security

7/8/2016

271,018.42

20160624W

City of Phoenix

April 2016 NWE ROW, Signal Equipment & Staff Costs

6/24/2016

212,948.00

26852

SRP Miscellaneous Accts Receivable

SRP Irrigation Prior Right Utilities

7/7/2016

180,517.48

20160708W006

PB‐Wong Joint Venture

May 2016 Task 4 Project Management Construction Management

7/8/2016

155,892.07

20160708W002

DMS ‐ Facility Services, Inc.

May 2016 Facilities and LRV Cleaning Services

7/8/2016

151,163.74

20160708W005

Knorr Brake Corporation (KBC)

LRV Brake Equipment Overhaul

7/8/2016

119,655.68

20160624W005

USBC Real Estate LLC

July 2016 101 Building Rent

6/24/2016

117,458.29

26885

Centennial Contractors Enterprises, Inc.

OMC Asphalt Paving

7/7/2016

101,386.62

20160715W001

HDR/SR Beard & Associates

Public Involvement Consulting Services (Pymt #10) April 2016

7/15/2016

93,747.44

20160708W003

URS Corp

Planning Glendale

7/8/2016

72,362.86

20160708W

HDR/SR Beard & Associates

May 2016 Public Involvement Consulting

7/8/2016

71,969.35

20160708W006

PB‐Wong Joint Venture

May 2016 Task 19 Project Management Construction Management

7/8/2016

71,401.41

26849

ABB Enterprise Software, Inc.

Mincom Ellipse Software Support & Maintenance 6/24/16 ‐ 6/23/17

6/29/2016

54,707.11

20160708W002

DMS ‐ Facility Services, Inc.

May 2016 Facilities Maintenance Services

7/8/2016

53,327.25

26864

Arthur J Gallagher Risk Mgt. Services

FY17 Broker Fee

7/7/2016

50,000.00

20160715W002

URS Corp

Planning, Conceptual Engineering C.O. #8 & C.O. #14 April 2016

7/15/2016

46,020.77

20160624W004

Enterprise Technology Services

May 2016 IT Services Consultant

6/24/2016

44,344.94

20160708W006

PB‐Wong Joint Venture

May 2016 Task 2 Project Management Construction Management

7/8/2016

34,624.10

26851

City of Phoenix

June 2016 Handling Fee

7/7/2016

31,407.00

26852

SRP Miscellaneous Accts Receivable

Gilbert Road Extension Utilities

7/7/2016

30,674.46

26871

United Right‐of‐Way

May 2016 Facilities Landskeeping Services

7/7/2016

29,588.12

20160701W006

Enterprise Technology Services

April 2016 IT Services Consultant

7/1/2016

28,848.53

7152016

Wells Fargo Bank

June 2016 Wells Fargo Credit Card Purchases

7/15/2016

28,380.31
4,147,735.91

Valley Metro
Travel Reimbursement Report
For Travel Completion Dates
June 26, 2016 - July 25, 2016
Job Title
General Counsel

Purpose of Travel

SWTA Law Seminar San Antonio, TX

GIS Administrator ESRI Conference
Report reflects Out of State (AZ) Travel

* Airport Parking

Location

San Diego, CA

Dates Traveled

Total Travel
Cost

Airfare

Other
Transport

Lodging

Meals

6/26/16-6/28/16

$821.03

$383.96

$58.12

$280.20

$65.75

6/27/16-7/1/16

$1,301.32

$302.96

$20.00

$690.36

$288.00

Misc.
$33.00 *

Valley Metro
Travel Reimbursement Report
For Travel Completion Dates
June 26, 2016 through July 25, 2016
Job Title

Purpose of Travel

Database
Cybersecurity
Administrator
Training
Report reflects Out of State (AZ) Travel

Location
Idaho Falls, ID

Dates Traveled
6/19/20166/25/2016

Total Travel
Cost
$1,032.81

Airfare
$0.00

Other
Transport
$350.03

Lodging
$402.28

Meals
$280.50

Misc.
$0.00

DATE
July 27, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 11

SUBJECT
Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events
PURPOSE
Chairs Williams and Mitchell will request future agenda items from members, and
members may provide a report on current events.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
Pending Items Request

VALLEY METRO • 101 N 1ST AVE • STE 1300 • PHOENIX AZ • 85003 • 602-262-7433

Pending Items Request
Item Requested

Date Requested

Planned Follow-up Date

2

August 11, 2016
Board of Directors
Thursday, August 18, 2016
Lake Powell Conference Room
101 N. 1st Avenue, 10th Floor
12:45 p.m.
Action Recommended
1.

Items from Citizens Present (yellow card)

1. For information

An opportunity will be provided to members of the public at the
beginning of the meeting to address the Board on non-agenda
items. Up to three minutes will be provided per speaker or a total
of 15 minutes for all speakers.
2.

Minutes

2. For action

Minutes from the June 16, 2016 Board meeting are presented for
approval.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items (blue card)

3. For information

The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to
address the Board on all action agenda items. Up to three
minutes will be provided per speaker to address all agenda items
unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15
minutes for all speakers will be provided.
4.

MAG Planning Services Agreement

4. For action

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will request that the Board of Directors
authorize the Interim CEO to execute the annual Planning
Services Agreement extension with MAG for FY 2017.
5.

Fare Inspection and Security Services Contract Award

5. For action

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, will introduce Adrian Ruiz, Safety and
Security Director, who will request that the Board of Directors
authorize the Interim CEO to execute a contract with AlliedBarton
Security Services for an amount not to exceed $25,484,000 for the
total five-year contract (three-year base contract with two one-year
extensions), with a total contract value for VMR of $24,174,000.
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6.

50th Street Station – CM@Risk Contract Award

6. For action

Scott Smith, Interim CEO, introduce Wulf Grote, Director, Capital
and Service Development, who will request that the Board of
Directors authorize the Interim CEO to execute a contract for the
50th Street Station Construction Manager at Risk (CM@Risk)
contractor for pre-construction services, with Stacy and Witbeck,
Inc. for a not to exceed amount of $549,710 and to authorize staff
to hold $54,971 (10%) for use as a contingency for unforeseen
circumstances.
7.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events 7. For information

Chair Mitchell will request future Board agenda items from
members and members may provide a report on current events.
8.

Next Meeting

8.

For Information

The next meeting of the RMC is scheduled for Thursday,
September 22, 2016 at 12:45 p.m.

Qualified sign language interpreters are available with 72 hours notice. Materials in
alternative formats (large print, audiocassette, or computer diskette) are available upon
request. For further information, please call Valley Metro at 602-262-7433 or TTY at
602-251-2039. To attend this meeting via teleconference, contact the receptionist at
602-262-7433 for the dial-in-information. The supporting information for this agenda
can be found on our web site at www.valleymetro.org
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 1

SUBJECT
Items from Citizens Present
PURPOSE
An opportunity will be provided to members of the public at the beginning of the meeting
to address the Board on non-agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided per
speaker or a total of 15 minutes for all speakers.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 2
Minutes of the
Valley Metro Rail
Board of Directors
Thursday, June 16, 2016
12:45 p.m.

Meeting Participants
Thelda Williams, City of Phoenix, Chair
Mayor Mark Mitchell, City of Tempe, Vice Chair
Councilmember Rick Heumann, City of Chandler
Councilmember Lauren Tolmachoff, City of Glendale
Vice Mayor Dennis Kavanaugh, City of Mesa
Chair Williams called the meeting to order at 1:51 p.m.
1.

Public Comment

Mr. Crowley said I'd like to comment on the process being that on the next part of it the
action items you got twelve of them and you're telling me that each one of those items
should get how many seconds?
So I don't understand why the Councilman wants to extricate the citizenry from
commenting and it's not my fault that you have multiple agenda items that are for action
each one of them. If it's for action, it's supposed to have the weight of being
commented on.
So that's the first part of it going what are you doing and why. You know, what's this
plan saying, hey, you're only going to be able to speak twice. And then we're not going
to have it in the agenda according to what you've done. Because as I said in last
month's meeting, the items that I was forced to speak to on action were to be put at
those action items so that the public's input would have been shown.
Now with your routings I understand that each one of the East Valley communities has
got their tentacles out and want to get as much of the rail as possible, but then when I
see it on the west side, Thelda, I go, what is the downtown of each one of those
communities on the freeway. Oh no, none of them are on the freeway. That's just the
City of Phoenix.
So you want to have the route just in the City of Phoenix, and I'm saying we need to
make the rail on the west side extension more multi-city.
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And, of course, northern extension, as you and I have discussed more than once, with
what you did this last week at the city council on transportation and Metrocenter, are we
eliminating the transit center when you said you guys do all the upgrades. And if we
haven't eliminated the transit center, why is the routing not going there, because it still
could go north to ASU west. It still could go west to Grand Canyon -- or to Glendale
Community College. It still could go west from there in a multiple of directions, but when
you have it first coming in at the southbound lanes of I-17, that's not good planning,
Thelda, you and I both know that.
2.

Minutes

Minutes from the May 19, 2016 were presented for approval.
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR KAVANAUGH, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER TOLMACHOFF AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE
THE MAY 19, 2016 BOARD MEETING MINUTES.
3.

Public Comment on Agenda Action Items

Mr. Fields said thank you. My name is RD Fields and I ride the rail as well as the
buses. And I have two problems. One is after you spend about an hour and a half on
the rail, you get to Mesa Drive and there's no restrooms. I think there ought to be some
out there somewhere, even if they're only portables.
And I mentioned at the last time I was at this meeting regarding the slick floors on the
trains. Today I was riding on the train and I've got both wheels locked and I'm sliding -the wheels are sliding back and forth on those slick floors. You need desperately to do
something about those floors, because I saw a lady slip on the floor today also. Thank
you.
Chair Williams said thank you. Next, Blue.
Mr. Crowley said Mr. Smith, how can you sit next to that man when I look at No. 10 and
it says we're going to make a three-year contract extension for $11,800,000. That's
some real expensive lawyering, you know.
Now I know that we just went into executive session, but do I need to do some real
quick division and find thousands of dollars this man is making per minute, $11,800,000.
And, as I said, you've got me speaking on how many action items and how much money
are we spending on each one of them. We've got the intergovernmental agreement.
We've got the rolling stock. We've got the planning. We've got two Gilbert. We got two
50th Street. And, like I said, that general counsel nicely tucked in the back for
$11,800,000. What the hell is he doing for that kind of money?
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I need some bus stops out there. I need some buses. You know, in fact, I need some
ticket dispensers at $100,000 a piece we could get a hundred of them at that money. -Chair Williams said Blue, you need to go back and read the summary. It is not a lawyer.
It's consulting.
Mr. Crowley said our general consultant, even that we need a thousand dollar general
consultant. I need bus stops. I need ticket dispensers and I need buses out there and
rail cars, not a consultant making $11 million dollars. You guys wondered why you got
to go in executive session. I asked you before when you hired Banta who is his master.
Who is he serving? This is the same thing. What master at $11,800,000?
Chair Williams said thank you.
4.

Consent Agenda

The next item is the consent agenda. Does anyone have any questions?
IT WAS MOVED BE MAYOR MITCHELL, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
TOLMACHOFF AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE THE CONSENT
AGENDA.
5.

Planning and Community Relations Support Services Contract Award

Mr. Grote said Madam Chair, Members of the Board, the purpose of this item is to seek
your approval to award a contract to the consortium offer HDR and their subconsultants
for the planning and community relations support services. This is a multi-year contract
with an initial term of five years with options for three more years after that.
Just to give you a little bit of background on where we've been in the last five years, we
have had two support services contracts that apply here. One of those was with HDR
for planning support. That contract expires this fall. The other contract is for public
involvement, which originally was Infraconsult. That company was purchased by HDR
in 2014, so that contract is also now with HDR. That contract expires later on next year.
Prior to this in 2012 when we initiated these two different contracts, we actually had the
two contracts under one. We had the work being done for the corridor efforts as well as
the community relations that went with those efforts under one contract. And that's
really more customary around the country that we've seen in other agencies to do it that
way.
We also recognize that there's opportunities for us to streamline contract management.
There's efficiencies by having these folks working together more closely, and there's
also greater coordination between planning and public involvement activities, which
again they go hand in hand as we go through the planning process, particularly there's a
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lot of interaction that goes on there. And by combining these two contracts we feel that
we have not created any kind of a disincentive for firms to pursue the work that we're
offering here.
One other thing I should note is that both of these contracts today provide support not
just to Valley Metro Rail, which is the contracts they're under Valley Metro Rail, but they
also provide support to RPTA. And we annually approve a budget through the RPTA
for use of that contract. And that goes to the Board.
So what we're trying to do with these contracts is really for the many large multi-year
corridor projects that we're doing around the Valley, we find that staff in continuity and
knowledge is important. Co-location is important. And also a really thorough
knowledge of FTA rules and guidelines is very important, because all of these projects
are funded through FTA dollars, and there's a significant level of effort that we undergo
to get those dollars from the FTA. In addition, we benefit by having quick access to
specialized expertise as we need it along the way.
So just to give you an idea of how we anticipate spending this money over the next five
years, we estimate probably about 60 percent of the work -- and again, this is us
estimating at this point. It may change a little bit as we go forward, but we're estimating
that about 60 percent of the work will be to do major corridor projects in support of
what's in the regional transportation program at this point in time, and I won't go through
them all. You know what they are.
But overall, these projects are at a value of over two billion dollars' worth of work. So
there's a significant level of effort. In fact, if you look at the last five years, it was
significantly less than half that amount that we've really had on our table in the last five
years. It was more like six or seven hundred million dollars, and now we're moving
forward with two billion dollars' worth of the projects. So that is one consideration as we
look at the dollars that we're going to show you here in just a bit.
In addition to the major corridor studies, we also have other corridor and facility studies
that we're doing that a little more long term in nature. Some of these have come at the
request of cities and they're providing funds for those. We're also doing a facility project
for Peoria right now. That's also under the RPTA. And so that all equates to about 25
percent of the workload that we expect over the next five years.
And then the last area is just other planning studies that we do. This is really where we
provided -- a lot of the RPTA work is under this last category. And that makes up
probably less than 15 percent of the overall workload that we're anticipating.
The other element of this contract is the community relations support. This is again
both for Valley Metro Rail and RPTA activities. And in addition for the rail program, it's
not just for planning, but it's to continue that same support so that we have consistency
from one phase to the next in the team that we have out there between planning,
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design, and construction.
And then finally, we also do business assistance with this team as well as helping us
with our major events and milestones along the way for some of these corridor projects.
And given the overall magnitude of work that we're doing in our program, this requires,
really, that the proposers that we have on board have the ability to devote significant
resources to meet our needs. So this is not a minor effort. This is a significant effort
that we undertake for each of these projects with significant resources.
The initial five-year period for this contract we're anticipating will be -- we're asking for a
not-to-exceed amount of $35 million dollars. That equates to roughly about $7 million
dollars per year.
I should note that in current right now on the last five years, we've had actually three
different consulting contracts for planning as well as community relations. And we've
had about $27 million dollars of work in that five-year period.
We're ramping it up to $35 million, but we're ramping it up because it's a larger program.
We have more work to do. You know, the last five years was really focused on three
corridor projects. The next five years will be focusing on seven corridor projects.
Chair Williams said how many, Wulf, did you say in the last contract?
Mr. Grote said we worked on a number of them, but our main focus was really on three
projects: it was Central Mesa, it was the Tempe Streetcar, and Gilbert Road.
Chair Williams said okay. And how much was that contract?
Mr. Grote said we had three contracts, because we had a planning support services -Chair Williams said but what was the total amount?
Mr. Grote said the total amount was about $27 million. That we've spent in the last five
years in planning and community relations support.
Also, we do have the opportunity for three one-year extensions. We are not asking for
your authority to exercise that now. That would come after five years if we're satisfied
that we, you know, with the work that we're getting on the products that we're getting as
well as we have more work for them to do we have the ability to extend this up to eight
years.
The reason that we have these contracts so long is because the planning processes are
that long. As an example, I'll just pick on one of the ones that was front and center for
us the last few years, is the Tempe streetcar. It took us about eight years to get through
the planning process.
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And we have other projects like that and it's not unusual for projects to take that long.
So we really need to have some continuity of staff during those long planning periods.
Just to give you one other element for the dollars, for the FY17 budget that you recently
approved, we have $6.1 million dollars programmed in there for the work activities for
next year. So we're actually a little bit under the seven million average that we talked
about, but we expect that there may be some ramping up because of some of the
projects that we're going to be doing in Phoenix over the next half a dozen years or so.
So as I mentioned before, the contract is with Valley Metro Rail that constitutes at least
85 percent of the work if not more. We also anticipate using RPTA -- using this contract
for RPTA services. That would be about, roughly about, million dollars per year out of
the seven million that I already mentioned total. We anticipate also that we would come
back here to both Boards in August to exercise an agreement so that we'd be able to
utilize the Valley Metro Rail contract for the RPTA.
I lost one here somewhere. All right. Did I miss one? Yes, I lost one here. Let me just
tell you about this one. The slide is missing.
This is really an important one because it deals with our procurement process. And we
conducted a process we feel that really encouraged maximum participation. We did lots
of advertising. We had meetings. We had pre-submittal conference. We actually had
an expo with ADOT and the City of Phoenix. We had over six hundred contractors,
consultants, and vendors at that session. We made presentations there. We had a
booth there. We were encouraging people to come.
In the end, we received one proposal that is really a consortium that's led by HDR
Engineering with a multitude of subconsultants which are listed -- I mentioned here, the
sixteen subconsultants as part of that team. AECOM is their primary sub. There are
other firms available for specialized support. And we do utilize in their current contract
they have with us, we use a lot of those -- all those firms regularly. And we do have the
ability to add more firms as subconsultants if the scope -- if there's more need within the
scope that we have. So overall the six DBE firms in that team and there's also three
SBE firms as well.
When we reviewed these proposals with our contracts folks, the proposal was deemed
responsive and qualified. We did a cost-price analysis per FTA requirements. Our
contract staff did an industry review of the rates that the team was providing for similar
contracts, also reviewed our own past history, and also we compared an HDR contract
that is similar in nature that ADOT has to the one that we're proposing today.
And our rates that HDR is providing for us are actually very favorable as compared to
what ADOT is paying for a similar contract. So we feel that the cost -- the rates that we
have are definitely competitive and are good rates.
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The other thing I do want to make note of is that we did have a panel of seven members
that reviewed this proposal. Four of those people were from our organization. And we
also had a representative from Phoenix, Tempe, and Mesa as part of this, and they also
found this proposal to be acceptable.
So we believe that we did not exclude firms from proposing. We believe that the
process was fair. And also I think to help us to support this, we have not received any
complaints from the consulting industry, no concerns, whether it's informal or formal, so
yes, we got one proposal, but we do believe that we've had a fair process and we've
given everybody a chance to compete.
So, you know, there's been some question about why did we only get one proposal.
Really, if you look around the country, there are a limited number of firms with the kind
of expertise that we're talking about, particularly with the FTA expertise that we're
talking about. And we're probably here in the Valley there's four or five of those teams
out there.
And we are -- what we're looking at here is two of the teams -- two of the firms that are
in this consortium are among the five that I just mentioned. So that leaves, you know,
two or three others that are out there. And they made decisions, because of other work
that we have, not to compete here because they saw what we see and they saw a
conflict of interest between some of the follow-on work and this particular contract. So
anyway, that's what we think contributed to where we are today.
Vice Mayor Kavanaugh said I have some significant reservations about this proposal:
one, its timing. I would have thought we would have given when it's expiring that we
would have put this out on the street a year ago. And delaying it the way we did, I don't
understand the reasons for that.
The other issue that I see is have we created barriers because of our internal processes
that create conflict of interest that either maybe artificially preclude firms from applying.
Because, again, the more I understand what you're saying about the transit industry and
what the practices are. I don't like those practices, because it doesn't -- it breeds insider
trading and it doesn't promote competition.
So I just have some concerns about the timing why it's coming -- why it took so long to
put this proposal on the street. I don't accept that. The second thing is do we have
internal processes that create conflicts that bar other firms from competing for this.
And then, I guess, my ultimate one, I just have concerns over a contract of this size to
someone who's a sole source. Granted this company is known nationwide for what they
do. They're the 800-pound gorilla in the business. But I think our responsibility is
what's best in the public interest. So I have some concerns.
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Mayor Mitchell said thank you, Madam Chair. I have some concerns as well as Vice
Mayor Kavanaugh does. I know at the management meeting there was a lot of
questions raised on this topic being -- given that there's only one sole bidder, I guess, to
the Vice Mayor's point.
And I have a question regarding how do we know we're getting the best and fair and
reasonable pricing just by having one bidder? I mean, I work in -- I'm a vendor and I
work in the world of bidding and so forth, so it is good to have more than one for checks
and balances.
You also mentioned earlier, Wulf did, that there are many sub-consultants as part of
this. Regarding the sub-consultants, how do we know that -- or how can we ensure to
the Vice Mayor's point, what are the practices we have to ensure that work is being
assigned through this contract that would be spread among the sixteen different firms
that -- even with the sixteen different firms that you mention, you also talked about is
there an opportunity to add some small and local businesses to be -- to help us during
the life of the contract with some of the sub-consultants that you mentioned. I have
more questions, but that's another one.
Chair Williams said does this have to be processed today? Can it be held off? When
does the current contract end?
Mr. Grote said the contract expires in November for the HDR planning contract. The
funds held will be utilized in the current contract by the end of the summer. Could it be
postponed? I don't think that would be the end of the world, but I, you know, we are
trying to make sure that we get things set up so that they can be prepared for their next
contract. I know there's a number of questions. Would you like me to answer some of
those or try to?
Mr. Grote said Vice Mayor Kavanaugh, with regard to the timing of this, yes, this could
have come out earlier. I don't have a good reason for you at the moment that I can
share that why that we came so late; yet, it would have been good to have advertised
this sooner. And the other part of this, the other question you had was -Vice Mayor Kavanaugh said whether we have internal policies or interpretations that
somehow preclude people from applying.
Mr. Grote said no. That -- there isn't anything internal. It's really with FTA. You know,
the problem here is that when -- we've had this problem in the past. In fact, we had to
throw out a consultant in the past because of their perceived conflicts that they saw.
One of the -- it's really the environmental process. You can't have the same team doing
the environmental process, which really leads to a conclusion that can bring them more
work. And so they have been very adamant with us to keep the environmental -- the
consultant that's doing the environmental separate from the consultants that do the
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follow-on work and especially if we're overlapping work activities like that.
So it's really an FTA -- the conflict is with FTA. They see that, you know, it's really that
environmental issue is really the main issue we have.
Vice Mayor Kavanaugh said and just to follow up, though, and Madam Chair, is it
perhaps our interpretation of the FTA requirement, because I understand that there may
be different interpretations of this procurement among agencies around the country.
Mr. Grote said Madam Chair, Vice Mayor, this was -- we actually in our first corridor
project we had a firm under contract. And it was a firm that we were going to take from
planning through design through construction. And they made us -- FTA made us reprocure after we were done with the environmental process and the environmental
process was closed out. So that actually happened.
It also happened in Los Angeles, another similar project there. So FTA Region 9, the
folks that we work with in San Francisco, were the ones that told us, you know, we had
to look at our contracting differently.
Mr. Smith said we do have an internal policy, though, and that is that we do not allow a
prime -- we have three major contracts, consulting contracts. And we have a policy that
does not allow a prime contract run one of those contracts to also serve as a prime on
another one of those contracts.
So for example, you can't have someone here on the planning contract also be the
prime on the construction management.
Now the purpose for that was to split up the work and provide more people and more
firms the opportunity to participate in major contracts and to provide a broader group
because these firms tend to bring their own teams and you usually won't see the same
subcontractor show up under a single prime contract.
So the idea, well intentioned, as it may have been, was to spread the work as much as
possible. And when we hear complaints that now what we've done is constricted that
because now people become locked in on their one contract. You're not going to see,
for example, a Parsons Brinckerhoff, the lead of the consortium on our project
management contract ever bid on the planning contract and vice versa with HDR and
the project management. So we do have that one dynamic. And whether that expands
the availability or constricts it, I guess it depends on how you view that.
Mayor Mitchell said that's why I asked the question how we're sure we're going to be
getting the best and fair and reasonable pricing with one bidder, even though you're
splitting them up not the prime contract or consulting firm's not getting more than one,
but then you're also creating within those three, you know, how do we know we're
getting the best and fair pricing on that the way it's structured. I'm just asking.
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Mr. Smith said Mayor, I know, and it's a great question, because we're concerned with
that. You know, in a perfect world what you have is two people bidding on a -- and this
is what we have in construction -- two people bidding on the same widget production
under the same circumstances.
In professional services, it gets a little bit sketchier because you don't know exactly what
work they're going to be providing. What you're doing is you're awarding work based on
an expertise and an ability to provide that expertise.
So what you got to make sure is that when you do that work, are the rates that you're
charging us, are those a fair and a market rate. And the good thing is, is that in things
in disciplines such as engineering, there is a market. You can look at other contracts.
You can look at contracts that were awarded here within Arizona, because this isn't the
only type of planning contract or engineering contract that's been provided.
And so what we did is that our team, our contracting team/procurement team looked at
other public awards and looked to see what their pricing was on a per hour basis or a
task basis and compared them to what HDR issued.
We also looked at a very similar contract that Wulf mentioned with ADOT, a planning
contract to HDR. And what we found is HDR had actually bid our contract lower than
what it had bid ADOT's contract.
So we did, I believe, the best we could to look into the marketplace to see if the rates
that were being quoted by HDR were what we believed were fair based on what the
market conditions were. And the committee determined that they were.
Councilmember Tolmachoff said so at this point what are our options if not everyone on
the Board is comfortable with proceeding?
Mr. Smith said Madam Chair, Councilmember Tolmachoff, we can move ahead with this
and award this or, as Wulf said, the timing is not such that the world ends if we don't
award this.
I guess the question is, is if you don't what are the other options. We issued this
request for proposal based on very well-defined provisions. We cannot go back under
law and change those provisions and still award it based on the same thing. We would
have to open up a new -- we would have to re-procure it, open up a new procurement.
And we could make whatever changes, if there are things in that procurement that the
Board believes precludes competition, or if they've heard from somebody that says, oh if
this would have been different, I would have bid it or whatever, then we can include that
in the new RFP, and we'll go through that process.
And then we would just extend the current agreement with HDR, if they were willing,
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and go with a new procurement and start the process from the beginning. And I'm not
sure that there's another option, other than that, is there, Mike?
Chair Williams said I will tell you from Phoenix's perspective, they probably would have
a heart attack if we went back out for a new process, because we have two projects that
are heavily involved, top priorities, and funding is identified, not necessarily attached at
this point, but soon will be.
Vice Mayor Kavanaugh said Madam Chairman, and I should have mentioned this
earlier, it's not my intent to delay, because I'm acutely aware of the need to move
forward on the Phoenix projects, but I wanted to raise the issue, because I think it is a
legitimate question for the Board to understand the timing of when proposals go out and
not go out. And coming to the Board fairly late, the process creates challenges for
everyone.
But I think what we should perhaps have is an ongoing discussion of how we approach
these kind of projects, what else -- what are the best practices we can look at to help
that we cast as wide of a net as possible to get competitive responses to our bids,
because we want to be able to use public funds wisely in this area.
And certainly with the many projects that have been coming up, there's a need. I
understand the benefits of the work that's now going on and so I would like to wait, but
it's always a red flag when there's just a sole provider, but I'm hoping that that we as an
agency and as a Board have some continuing thoughtful discussions on this. So it's not
like I will attempt to hold it up.
Mr. Grote said Madam Chair, could I just make one other remark here. With the last
time that we went through this process, this was several years ago, we had four corridor
projects. We were a little bit more specific about it. We had the central Mesa project.
We had the Tempe streetcar project. We had the I-10 corridor project. And the project
that goes to downtown Glendale. All of those projects were in a consultant contract that
was actually awarded -- well, I'll mention that in just a moment.
We actually initially had that all under one contract. And we were going to award that.
And then through processes like this, we decided to split it up and we gave it into -- we
put it into two categories.
The first time we did it, we had two firms that proposed. And the next time we did it we
still had two firms that proposed. It didn't change anything. In fact, it was the same
team that, well, that was involved in the first one, they flip-flop who was prime on the
two pieces that we did. And so what I'm saying is, while there may be other firms out
there, I think the likelihood of us seeing any different results than what we saw this time
is probably not great.
Chair Williams said I think my frustration comes from this isn't the first time the process
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has been behind that I think that the agency needs to issue these RFPs much better on
a timely basis in the future because they're -- you're way too late when you bring it to
us. And it's not going well, so please, please, please, change the scheduling that you're
doing.
Mr. Grote said we understand.
Chair Williams said and I understand that we've had some changes here, but, to me,
your job is to get it done and get it done on time. And nothing against you, Wulf, but I
just believe that.
Mr. Grote said I understand. And we agree. And we'll make sure that we get your
contracts to you earlier so that we have more time to discuss these items.
Councilmember Heumann said listening to some of these comments, I think there's
some very valid situations when something is brought to you so late and this large of a
contract being brought to us in June that goes into effect, what, November first, so
there's really not a lot of wiggle room.
And I think the concern from the public, and I agree with Mr. Kavanaugh, that it just
seems like it's a good old boys' network of industry, people that are out there. And like
you just said a second ago, it's like one chain from prime to whatever.
And I think that we need to be setting up policies now that we're looking for the future to
try and figure out a way of maybe breaking the log-jam a little bit and doing a little bit
more outreach.
And one of the comments was having a meeting in Phoenix, but I think we need to be
looking at the outreach around the country to see if there are other players out there
versus this good old boy network.
But we can't be having something brought to us for this large of a situation. I think the
policies need to be put in place. I think a future agenda item should really be a policy
coming out of staff of what those procedures should be lined up very methodically laid
out of what this contract would have to be, or any contract. So the time frame isn't a
situation so you don't have a what-if situation where, you know, we're not talking about
a couple-hundred-thousand-dollar contract. We're talking about $35 million dollars with
potentially three one-year extensions.
I think it's very important to have those policies laid out so it's easy to follow. And this
Board is going to agree -- you know, can agree to that, saying, okay, here's the checks
and balance kind of a situation. So I think that's part of it.
I don't like being trapped in a situation where we could jeopardize projects at this late of
a date. And to extend, you know, ask the current people to extend, the problem is you
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don't have that continuity going down the road as you mentioned earlier.
Because some of these projects take so long. So I don't want to hold this up. But I am
concerned about the process. I think we need to not just look at this project but any
projects coming to the Board over the next few years. There should be a new policy.
Mayor Mitchell said thank you. I agree with all the comments that have been said. I still
have an issue with how this is done. I mean, I don't think I -- the last contract was split
up into two. He had the community relations aspect as one and then the engineering
and planning as another one. Just because it's convenient to combine the two and we
only happen to have one firm that bid on it, I have an issue with that.
I don't think it's acceptable. You guys are veterans in this industry. The staff is. To
even bring it this late in the game to us, I just don't support the way it's written.
Chair Williams said do I have any further discussion? Do I have a motion? Vice Mayor.
It was moved by Vice Mayor Kavanaugh and seconded by Councilmember
Heumann to authorize the Interim CEO to execute a five-year contract with three,
one-year extension options with HDR Engineering Inc. for Planning and
Community Relations Support Services in an amount not to exceed $35 million in
initial five-year base.
Chair Williams said I'm going to support the recommendation, because, quite frankly,
we need the services prior to being able to duplicate this process. But I really want you
and Mr. Smith to understand that internally we need to come up with some new policy
and bring that back to the Board at our -- what is it, August meeting --and how we
complete this process in a much more timely fashion that things are presented to the
Board, so we have a time to digest, totally review, and don't put projects in jeopardy.
Mr. Grote said understood.
Mayor Mitchell said Wulf, I did ask you a question about the different sub-consultants.
How will they be integrated in and will there be a fair shot, especially with some of the
smaller potential firms out there that aren't part of the network, if you will?
Mr. Grote said Madam Chair, Mayor Mitchell, based on our experience with HDR in the
current contract, they have several sub-consultants on that, too, and they utilize those
sub-consultants pretty heavily. We try to make sure that we're meeting our DBE goals
et cetera, but we go beyond that.
We also still have -- I think I mentioned during the presentation. We still have
opportunity to bring in additional sub-consultants. And we during our negotiations and
discussions with HDR, you know, if we feel that there's a need to bring in other subconsultants for other specialty areas as long as it's within the scope of the contract that
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we're awarding that we can do that. We have more opportunity.
And they did that in the last contract, too. We had several cases where they brought in
additional subs because of specialized expertise that we need. In fact, specifically for
the regional paratransit study that we did that ended up with such great results, they
brought in a new sub-consultant for that purpose.
Chair Williams said do we have any further comments, questions? If not, all in favor
please say aye.
It was moved by Vice Mayor Kavanaugh, seconded by Councilmember Heumann
and carried to authorize the Interim CEO to execute a five-year contract with
three, one-year extension options with HDR Engineering Inc. for Planning and
Community Relations Support Services in an amount not to exceed $35 million in
initial five-year base. Mayor Mitchell voted no.
6.

Gilbert Road LRT Extension Project Design Services Contract Contingency
Allocation and Design Services During Construction Contract Modification

7.

Gilbert Road LRT Extension Project Cm@Risk Contractor Contract Modification
for Early Work/Procurement

Chair Williams said the next is, Item 6. Gilbert Road Extension.
Mr. Smith said Item 6 and 7, Madam Chair, I'll explain together. Item 6 and 7 relate to
work that's to be done on the Gilbert Road extension.
The reason we're bringing it to you is, we have a construction manager at risk. And how
the timing usually goes is once you name a construction manager, then that
construction manager becomes involved in the design process. And as that design
process progresses, the construction manager at risk creates several different cost
analyses. And then finally presents to you what's called a guaranteed maximum price.
And that's what they take at risk.
Well, this is a several-month process, and on Gilbert Road, we don't anticipate that
process to be finished until autumn. Well, that leaves about a two- or three-month gap
where literally the project is sitting there with nothing to do.
And for Items 6 and 7, what we're doing is we're trying to take advantage of those three
months. And we went through and negotiated what's called a guaranteed maximum
price Phase I. And that's to do basically two things: do some engineering on some
sitework, remove medians, tear up streets, things that we know we're going to do that
aren't subject to actual route design; and/also initiate certain procurements for materials
that will be needed during the course of construction. What this does is it helps to make
up for lost time.
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So Item 6 is two purposes: No. 1 is bookkeeping. You've already approved the budget
for the overall design services. But the $705,000 under agency policy was included in
what we call unallocated contingency. We simply need the Board's approval to move
that money from unallocated to a specific line item in the budget. It doesn't increase the
budget. It's bookkeeping.
Item No. 7 is for specific engineering services related to this work that I'm just talking to
you about, services that we know. And that is $1.357 million to Jacobs Engineering.
Item No. 7 is for the work to be done, what we would call early work, or actually it's the
work to be done in that two- to three-month window; otherwise, that would sit there.
This you'll here it referred to as GMP1 or Guaranteed Maximum Price 1. This is for the
site preparation work, the initial work, the early work.
Once we get that final price on the rest of the project building the system, we'll come
back to the Board and that will probably be in the early fall, September, October,
arranged with that, and then that work will continue.
So that's what Items 6 and 7 are. I know it's fairly technical and can be confusing, but
it's part of the long process, and it's an attempt to really take advantage of a gap in time.
Vice Mayor Kavanaugh said thank you, Madam Chair, is it appropriate to move both
Items 6 and 7 in one motion?
Mr. Smith said yes.
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR, SECONDED BY MAYOR MITCHELL AND
UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO 1) PREVIOUSLY ALLOCATED PROJECT
CONTINGENCY TO THE DESIGN SERVICES CONTRACT IN THE AMOUNT OF
$705,000; AND 2) APPROVAL FOR THE INTERIM CEO TO EXECUTE A
CONTRACT MODIFICATION FOR DESIGN SERVICES DURING CONSTRUCTION
WITH JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP, INC. IN THE AMOUNT OF $1,250,000 AND
A 10% CONTINGENCY IN THE AMOUNT OF $125,000 FOR A TOTAL AUTHORIZED
AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED $1,375,000. AND;
AUTHORIZATION FOR THE INTERIM CEO TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT
MODIFICATION WITH STACY AND WITBECK/SUNDT, A JOINT VENTURE, TO
INCORPORATE EARLY WORK/PROCUREMENT INTO THE PHASE 1 PRECONSTRUCTION SERVICES ON THE GILBERT ROAD LRT EXTENSION (GRE)
PROJECT FOR $9,676,228 AND A 10% CONTINGENCY AMOUNT OF $967,623 FOR
A TOTAL AUTHORIZED AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED OF $10,643,851.
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8.
9.

50th Street Station Project Design Services Contract Award
50th Street Project Public Art Services Contract Award

Mr. Smith said Madam Chair, Items 8 and 9 can also be taken as a single item. As we
all know that the City of Phoenix is paying for the construction of a station at 50th Street
and Washington. Number 8 actually is to award project design services contract to
Gannett Fleming, Inc., somebody who's new -- not new, but they're outside of our
current stable of engineers.
And No. 9 is to award a contract for art services on the same project.
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR KAVANAUGH, SECONDED BY MAYOR
MITCHELL AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO AUTHORIZE THE INTERIM CEO TO
EXECUTE A CONTRACT FOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR THE 50TH STREET
STATION PROJECT WITH GANNETT FLEMING, INC. FOR $1,221,532 AND A 10%
CONTINGENCY AMOUNT OF $122,153 FOR A TOTAL AUTHORIZED AMOUNT
NOT-TO-EXCEED OF $1,343,685. AND;
AUTHORIZE THE INTERIM CEO TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT FOR THE 50TH
STREET STATION PROJECT PUBLIC ART SERVICES WITH BARBARA GRYGUTIS
FOR $250,000 AND A 10% CONTINGENCY AMOUNT OF $25,000 FOR A TOTAL
AUTHORIZED AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED OF $275,000.
10.

General Consulting Support Services Contract Award

Mr. Smith said item 10 is somewhat similar to Item 5. This is one of our big three
contracts that we award for consulting. The first one is the one you just acted upon with
HDR. The second is our project management and construction. And the third is what
we call general consulting.
What this is, is these are the engineers that are on-the-moment-ready for special
projects. For example, if we are in the middle of construction and we dig a hole and we
find that there is something we weren't anticipating, you know, there's a pipe. There's a
house that's -- a building that's not where we thought it was when we did the initial plan,
and we need somebody to come in and quickly jump in and do some design work, some
engineering work to get us through that. That is what this contract covers.
It's a very specific type of work and this is, once again, for a five year. It's -- we issued
this RFP late January, early February. And we had one bidder on it, which is our
existing contractor, Arcadis, Inc. And the committees reviewed it and are
recommending approval of a five-year contract with Arcadis to continue these services.
Councilmember Heumann said we all have this in our cities. We have, you know, these
types of projects. When the Board checked -- when your Committee checked it out, the
satisfaction level from prior year, is it very high? Is it questionable, or is it good.
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Mr. Smith said Madam Chair, Councilmember Heumann, very high. Arcadis has served
us well. That would be an issue of, of course, utmost concern as we move into these
seven major projects.
The services provided under this contract have to be literally realtime, on the spot, and if
there were service issues that would have been noted in the review process. And
Arcadis has served us well.
Councilmember Heumann said this is for consulting services not counselor services
correct?
Mr. Smith that is true. Consulting engineers. And that's what they are. They're
designers and engineers. I'll give you just one quick example.
When we go down the road, and sometimes we don't completely eliminate a building,
we'll carve off a part of the building. Arcadis is who we call in to basically do the
architectural design and the engineering design to help us build that new front on the
building. That's kind of work they do.
So you need someone that can respond quickly and can do a great job, because they're
also doing work for property owners who will continue to occupy those buildings.
Councilmember Tolmachoff said thank you, Madam Chairman. Mr. Smith, how do you
assure when you only have one bid, how do you know that you're paying market rate?
Mr. Smith said Madam Chair, Councilmember Tolmachoff, you don't ever know for sure.
But, you have -- what you do is do the kind of studies we're saying. And luckily in
engineering and architecture, there is a pretty standard range of rates. We know that
for a certain amount of work, I can go to five or six different firms, and because it is an
industry that the work is pretty well defined, you pretty much know if you're within the
range or outside the range. It's not like other professions where it's all over the place.
No, this is -- you can tell.
Our staff when they look at that, they, first of all, go out and look at other publicly
awarded contracts and try to find as much as they can on information on work that's
similar to this. They call. They call other agencies. They do things to check and say,
hey, listen what are you paying per hour for this level of engineer on this type of work.
They do that kind of background to make sure that the bid is not out of sync with what
the general market conditions would say they would be.
And that's what our staff went through and came up with the conclusion that the rates
offered in this proposal were not out of line with which they had heard in their market
research.
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Councilmember Tolmachoff said thank you. So there is market research is one of the
things.
Mr. Smith said oh, yeah, absolutely. Absolutely. And, like I said, in this industry there's
not a whole lot of deviation. I mean, you can go out and a certain level engineer is
pretty much standard across the board. I mean, there's not a huge range between
engineers, architects, those kind of things. So you can get a good sense of what the
market is.
IT WAS MOVED BY COUNCILMEMBER HEUMANN, SECONDED BY VICE MAYOR
KAVANAUGH AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO AUTHORIZE THE INTERIM CEO
TO EXECUTE A FIVE-YEAR CONTRACT WITH THREE, ONE-YEAR EXTENSION
OPTIONS WITH ARCADIS, INC. FOR GENERAL CONSULTING SUPPORT
SERVICES FOR AN AMOUNT NOT-TO-EXCEED $11,800,000.
11.

Rail Transportation Services Contract Extension

Mr. Smith said 11 -- and to tell you how responsive we are, we heard you about giving
you more time to look at contracts. This is asking for approval, Board's approval, to
extend our existing contract with our provider of train services, which is ACI, for rail
transportation services for an additional six months.
The reason we're asking for this, this RFP is out on the street right now. The contract
ends on December 31. And what we found is that that's not a real good time. It seems
to be in the middle of a lot of activities that are going on. And it's just not a great time to
do a transition, should ACI or somebody else win it. And because, you know, the
wintertime is not like now, things happen. It would be great to have the first day of
service New Year's and festivities after that.
So what we've in consultation with the cities, and actually the cities were the ones that
came up and suggested that we consider re-adjusting the effective date of the contract
away from January 1 to coincide with our fiscal year.
What we said is -- we looked at that and we said June 30 that makes perfect sense,
except for, once again, that falls right before July 4. And this year, for example, we
have four major events right along the line on July 4.
So what we're doing is -- and that is where we came up with we're asking to extend the
existing contract from -- with ACI from December 31 to July 15. Therefore, the new
contract, which is already on the street, which you will be hearing about early fall will
take effect July 16, 2017.
You will have plenty of time to analyze that contract and make a decision. See, and
that's how we anticipated that and we take care of you.
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IT WAS MOVED BY MAYOR MITCHELL, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
TOLMACHOFF AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO AUTHORIZE THE INTERIM CEO
TO EXTEND THE EXISTING CONTRACT WITH ACI FOR RAIL TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES FOR AN ADDITIONAL SIX (6) AND ONE-HALF MONTHS THROUGH JULY
15, 2017 IN THE AMOUNT OF $5,500,000.
12.

Fiscal Year 2017 (FY17) Election of Valley Metro Rail (VMR) Board Officers and
Subcommittee Positions

Chair Williams said next is the election for Board members. And I will tell you it's been
interesting job this year. I am willing to pass the gavel.
IT WAS MOVED BY VICE MAYOR KAVANAUGH, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER TOLMACHOFF AND UNANIMOUSLY CARRIED TO APPROVE
THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MAYOR MARK MITCHELL TO SERVE AS CHAIR.
I'M AS VICE CHAIR. AND THEN WE HAVE AUDIT AND FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
COUNCILMAN HEUMANN. AND THEN MEMBERS OF OUR JOINT
SUBCOMMITTEE COUNCILMEMBER HEUMANN AND YOURSELF, MADAM
CHAIR.
13.

Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events

Future items, I think you've heard some along the way. Does anyone have anything
else you want to add to our list for fall? Okay. Hearing none, we're adjourned.
With no further discussion the meeting adjourned at 2:45 p.m.
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 3

SUBJECT
Public Comment on Agenda Action Items
PURPOSE
The public will be provided with an opportunity at this time to address the Board on all
action agenda items. Up to three minutes will be provided per speaker to address all
agenda items unless the Chair allows more at his/her discretion. A total of 15 minutes
for all speakers will be provided.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 4

SUBJECT
MAG Planning Services Agreement
PURPOSE
To request approval for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute an
extension of an agreement with the Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) to
receive planning funds for FY 2017.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
In 2005, Valley Metro Rail (VMR) entered into an agreement with MAG for their funding
assistance to support staff expenses for regional transit planning. The agreement and
the scope of services are amended annually with MAG in conjunction with the
development of the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP). The agreement identifies
activities and deliverables to be accomplished during the contract period and assigns
staff to support these activities. VMR provides a progress report to MAG as part of a
monthly invoice regarding status of planning activities and deliverables. The agreement
covers staff costs associated with planning services provided to support implementation
of the Regional Transportation Plan.
COST AND BUDGET
The MAG Planning Services Agreement amendment is for FY 2017 expenses and MAG
has agreed to provide up to $500,000 for Valley Metro staff planning costs.
COMMITTEE PROCESS
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
RMC August 3, 2016 approved
Board of Directors August 18, 2016 for action
RELEVANCE TO STRATEGIC PLAN
This item addresses two goals in the Board-adopted FY16-20 Strategic Plan:
 Goal 2: Advance performance based operations
o Tactic A: Deliver projects and services on-time/on-budget
 Goal 3: Grow transit ridership
o Tactic A: Expand and improve transit services to reach new markets
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to execute the
annual Planning Services Agreement extension with MAG for FY 2017.
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CONTACT
Wulf Grote, P.E.
Director, Capital and Service Development
602-322-4420
wgrote@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 5

SUBJECT
Fare Inspection and Security Services (FISS) Contract Award
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a
contract with AlliedBarton Security Services for Fare Inspection and Security Services
(FISS) effective October 1, 2016 for a total of five years (three-year base contract with
two one-year extension options) for a total contract value of $25,484,000, with a total
contract value for VMR of $24,174,000.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
The fare inspection and security services contractor provides valuable services by
ensuring fares are paid by light rail passengers along with helping to create a safe
environment for passengers utilizing our bus and rail facilities, park-and-ride lots, and
passenger stations along the light rail alignment. This service results in increased public
confidence in their safety and well-being while using Valley Metro services. The scope
of this contract also includes security at Valley Metro bus and rail maintenance facilities
at two locations; Operations and Maintenance Center in Phoenix and the Greenfield
Transit Bus Facility in Mesa.
In September 2012, the RPTA and VMR Boards awarded a three-year contract with two
one-year options to AlliedBarton for operations, fare inspection and security services.
The first one-year option expires on September 30, 2016. Observations made on the
security services provided in the last 15 months renders a reasonable consideration for
enhancements to the contract. A determination was made not to exercise the second
one-year option.
In May 2016, The RPTA and VMR jointly issued a “best value” Request for Proposals
(RFP) for FISS. The RFP was advertised in accordance with VMR’s Public Notice
procedure.
For “best value” procurements, selection is made by evaluation of proposals containing
both price and qualitative components valued at 600 points Technical and 400 points
Price for a combined 1000 total possible points as follows:





Qualifications and Experience of Firm – 225 points
Qualifications and Experience of Assigned Personnel – 225 points
Understanding/Approach to Scope of Work – 150 points
Proposed Price – 400 points
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In June 2016, eight proposals were received seven of which were determined to be
responsive.








AlliedBarton Security Services
American Guard Services
Andy Frain Services
CBI Security Service
G4S Secure Solutions USA, Inc.
Securitas
Surveillance Security, Inc.

A selection committee comprised of representatives from Valley Metro and member
agencies evaluated the seven proposals and determined the two firms below in the
competitive range which were invited for “interviews;”



G4S Secure Solutions
Allied Barton

After conducting interviews, final scoring and best value analysis, the selection
committee identified Allied Barton Security Services as the most advantageous and best
value for contract award.
This contract was negotiated as a firm fixed price contract with no price escalation for
the base three-year term. The negotiated hourly rates for contractor personnel are lower
than the previous contract. After the base 3-year term expires, price escalation
provisions are included for the two option years, however any changes will not exceed
the total NTE contract amount. Additional staffing for fare inspection and security hours
are also provided related to growth and expansion of the system. The RPTA staffing
model for the Greenfield Facility in Mesa will not change.
COST AND BUDGET
For the first year of the contract, the VMR award cost is $3,150,000 and the RPTA first
year award cost is $202,000. For the total five-year term of the contract (three-year
base contract plus two one-year option), the contract value is $25,484,000, with funding
as follows:



RPTA - $1,310,000
VMR - $24,174,000

Costs associated with this contract are included in the VMR and RPTA Adopted FY17
Operating and Capital Budgets. Contract obligations beyond FY17 are incorporated into
the RPTA and VMR Five-Year Operating Forecast and Capital Programs (FY17 thru
FY21).
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STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016-2020:



Goal 1: Increase customer focus
o Tactic B: Evaluate and enhance passenger safety and security
Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic A: Operate an effective, reliable, high performing transit system

COMMITTEE ACTION
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
RMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Boards of Directors August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to execute a
contract with AlliedBarton Security Services for an amount not to exceed $25,484,000
for the total five-year contract (three-year base contract with two one-year extensions),
with a total contract value for VMR of $24,174,000.
CONTACT
Adrian Ruiz
Safety and Security Director
602-523-6054
aruiz@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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8/10/2016

Fare Inspection & Security
Contract Award
August 2016

1

8/10/2016

Fare Inspection Security Services
Contract
• Determination made to procure prior to exercising
last option year with existing contract
• Desire to enhance fare inspection and security
services through targeted efforts
• New contract scope of work
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Immediate Goal - New contract with
expanded scope of work
• Additional mobile security and
Fare Inspectors in conjunction
with project extensions
• PNR/Platform Rover positions
• Supplemental Field Supervisor
during peak with system
expansion
• Improve the Dispatch Support
position
• Trainer/Administrator
4
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8/10/2016

One Year Goal
• Hire off-duty sworn officers
to work designated zonesplatforms during peak
ridership
• Show improvements via
reduction in criminal
incidents and increased rider
satisfaction and safety
5

Long Term Goal
• Establish agreements with rail
service cities for dedicated Task
Force
• Work with partners to develop
transit policing tactics and
methodology
• Seamlessly apply transit code
enforcement and best police
practices across the entire
system

6
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8/10/2016

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize
the Interim CEO to execute a contract with AlliedBarton
Security Services for an amount not to exceed
$24,174,000 (VMR)
– The contract value for RPTA is $1,310,000 for Mesa Bus
Operating Facility
– Combined contract value is $25,484,000

7
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 6

SUBJECT
50TH Street Station - CM@Risk Contract Award
PURPOSE
To request authorization for the Interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to execute a
contract for the 50th Street Station Construction Manager at Risk (CM@Risk) contractor
for pre-construction services, with Stacy and Witbeck, Inc. for a not to exceed amount of
$549,710 and to authorize staff to hold $54,971 (10%) for use as a contingency for
unforeseen circumstances.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
The 50th Street Station project consists of building a new light rail transit station on the
existing line located on Washington Street in East Phoenix. The station will provide
access to this growing area including new developments and the Ability 360 facility.
The Ability 360 facility houses multiple agencies focused on providing services for
persons with disabilities.
The 50th Street Station project includes three major procurements: Design Services,
Construction Manager at Risk (CM@Risk) Services and Public Art Services. To date the
procurement process for Design Services and the Public Art Services is complete. This
action is only for the 50th Street Station CM@Risk Contractor.
CM@Risk contracts involve two phases: the pre-construction phase, which occurs
parallel to the project’s design process, and the construction phase. At this time, action
is only needed to execute a contract for the pre-construction phase. As the project
nears design completion, the CM@Risk contractor, working closely with the design
team, will prepare a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) for the construction of the
project. At that time staff will seek Board approval to award the construction phase for
the GMP amount.
The pre-construction services contract will include design participation in
review/development of structures, drainage, utility relocations, two station platforms,
street reconstruction; geotechnical activities; right-of-way (ROW), systems engineering,
urban design, and pavement markings/signage. This contract will also provide design
management, studies, analyses, cost estimates, design coordination with operations,
utility engineering, civil engineering, architectural design, structural engineering,
systems engineering, ROW development, surveying, technical support, geotechnical
analysis, and constructability reviews of the project’s design.
A Request for Qualifications (RFQ) in accordance with A.R.S Title 34-603 for this
contract was issued on April 6, 2016. The RFQ published evaluation criteria and
corresponding point values were as follows:
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Introductory Letter
Experience of Contractor
Understanding of Project and Approach to
Performing Required Services
Past Performance for past 10 years
Contractor Proposed Project Team

0 Points
150 Points
250 Points
250 Points
350 Points

Statements of Qualifications (SOQ’s) were received on May 27, 2016. A total of four
submittals were received and deemed responsive. SOQ’s were received from:
 FNF/Shimmick JV
 Hensel Phelps Construction
 Kiewit Infrastructure West
 Stacy and Witbeck
The selection committee comprised of four Valley Metro employees, two City of Phoenix
employees, and one Contractor, evaluated the four responsive SOQs. Based on the
selection committee’s initial scoring and ranking it was determined to short list three
firms and conduct interviews on July 7, 2016 with the following firms:




Hensel Phelps Construction
Kiewit Infrastructure West
Stacy Witbeck

Upon completion of interviews, the selection committee completed their final scoring
and ranking results as reflected below.
CM@Risk Contractor
Stacy Witbeck
Kiewit Infrastructure West
Hensel Phelps Construction

Ranking
1st
2nd
3rd

The selection committee determined that Stacy and Witbeck, Inc. was the most qualified
and highest ranked firm to perform the CM@Risk services and has entered into contract
negotiations for Preconstruction Services.
COST AND BUDGET
The 50th Street Station project is 100% funded by the City of Phoenix and is made
possible as a result of the Proposition 104 transportation sales tax approved by Phoenix
voters in August 2015. The negotiated cost for the CM@Risk contractor’s preconstruction services is $549,710. A 10% contingency, to be held by staff, is also
needed to address unforeseen changes and circumstances that may arise during the
project’s design.
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Project funding is included in the Valley Metro Rail Adopted FY17 Operating and Capital
Budget. Contract obligations beyond FY17 are incorporated into the Five-Year
Operating Forecast and Capital Program (FY17 thru FY21).
STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT
This item relates to the following goals and strategies in the Five-Year Strategic Plan,
FY 2016 – 2020:
 Goal 2: Advance performance based operation
o Tactic C: Deliver projects and services on-time/on-budget.
 Goal 3: Grow transit ridership
o Tactic A: Expand and improve transit services to reach new markets.
o Tactic B: Improve connectivity of transit services for greater effectiveness.
COMMITTEE PROCESS
RTAG: July 19, 2016 for information
RMC: August 3, 2016 approved
Board of Directors: August 18, 2016 for action
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board of Directors authorize the Interim CEO to execute a
contract for the 50th Street Station CM@Risk contractor for pre-construction services,
with Stacy and Witbeck, Inc. for a not to exceed amount of 549,710 and to authorize
staff to hold $54,971 (10%) for use as a contingency for unforeseen circumstances.
CONTACT
Wulf Grote, PE
Director, Capital and Service Development
602.262.7433
wgrote@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
None
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8/10/2016

50TH STREET STATION PROJECT
CM@Risk Contract Award
August 2016

1

8/10/2016

Proposed 50th Street Station

3

Multiple Procurements
• Board approval occurred in June
• Design
• Public Art

• Action requested
• CM@Risk Contractor
4
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CM@Risk Contract
• Two phases:
1. Pre-construction, parallel to design
2. Construction

• Action needed now
– Contract execution for pre-construction only

• Construction phase action at a later date
– Near design completion
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LRT Operations During Construction
• Goal: minimize service impact to LRT passengers
• Address when CM@Risk contract starts
• Board info item proposed later this fall

6
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Procurement Process
• 4 teams submitted qualification statements
• 3 firms interviewed
• 6 member interview panel
– Valley Metro - 4
– City of Phoenix - 2

• Recommended team: Stacey & Witbeck
– Have negotiated pre-construction phase cost
7

Recommendation
Authorize the Interim CEO to execute a contract for the
50th Street Station CM@Risk contractor for preconstruction services, with Stacy and Witbeck, Inc.
• not to exceed $549,710
• authorize staff to hold $54,971 (10%) as a contingency
for unforeseen circumstances
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DATE
August 11, 2016

AGENDA ITEM 7

SUBJECT
Future Agenda Items Request and Report on Current Events
PURPOSE
Chair Mitchell will request future agenda items from members, and members may
provide a report on current events.
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION/CONSIDERATION
None
COST AND BUDGET
None
COMMITTEE PROCESS
None
RECOMMENDATION
This item is presented for information only.
CONTACT
Scott Smith
Interim Chief Executive Officer
602-262-7433
ssmith@valleymetro.org
ATTACHMENT
Pending Items Request

VALLEY METRO • 101 N 1ST AVE • STE 1300 • PHOENIX AZ • 602-262-7433

Pending Items Request
Item Requested

Date Requested

Planned Follow-up Date
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